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Rise of the Nova Corps



Robert had been lucky enough to have wielded a portion of the Nova Force for a time. He had 
fought criminals on the grandest scale imaginable, so the undesirables of the night didn't scare him 
anymore.  The thing was - he no longer had the privilege of having the Nova Force.  Not since his 
brother, Richard Rider, disappeared.

Rich was the man called Nova. A hero. A leader. A friend…and a brother.  He had been missing 
for several years already, disappearing into something called the Cancerverse, with his friend, Peter 
Quill, who was also known as the space-adventurer, Star-Lord. The two heroes ventured into the 
Cancerverse to stop the natives of that universe - dark, twisted, mirror images of the heroes of 
Robert's world. The scary part was, the global threat known as, Thanos, went with them.

The tragedy of it all was that both Star-Lord and Thanos had come back to this universe, but 
Rich hadn't.  Upon his return, Starlord had told everyone the clichéd story of heroism and sacrifice. 
How Rich was the doorway back to this universe, and how he had kept the doorway open for Starlord 
to get back, even though there was no way Rich could follow.
Robert, and several other of Rich's friends and family, never fully accepted that version of the story.

Since that day, Peter Quill never talked about what happened to Rich to anyone but Robert, and 
Richard's girlfriend, the Atlantean super hero, Namorita. It felt to Robert that Quill was okay if 
everyone else forgot that Rich never existed, and that did not sit well with Robert.

Since Richard's disappearance, Robert had bonded with Wendell Vaughn, the galactic 
defender known as Quasar. Wendell had been a good friend of Richard's, both having saved the 
universe several times alone, as well as a bunch of times working together. Robert, Wendell, and 
Namorita, devoted their waking hours searching for a way to find Rich.  During that time they had a 
couple of other breakthroughs, but they never found a sign of Rich, or a way into the Cancerverse.

With his hands in his pocket, and his eyes on the sidewalk in front of him, Robert sighed. The 
pain that he felt, the pain that they all felt, just having that feeling in the pit of their stomach that 
Richard was alive…was too much sometimes. It was no wonder that he didn't notice the two men 
approaching him.

"Wrong time, wrong place, nerd!" one of the men yelled.
There was a time when he would have happily accepted the title of nerd, and while the word did 

not bother him, the way the thug directed it at him, did. Robert clenched his hands into fists and got 
ready to fight. The two men laughed at him. One of them pulled out a knife, the other pulled out a gun.

Robert missed his powers, especially now. There was no way he could fight and overcome these 
two punks. Reluctantly, he sighed and handed over his wallet.  It really wasn't a problem, he would 
cancel the lone credit card he had as soon as the crooks were out of sight. Although, getting a new 
driver's license and various other identification cards would prove much more labor intensive.

One of the muggers pushed Robert down to the ground, and two men laughed as they walked 
away. As Robert looked up from the ground, a sudden gust of wind picked up. The wind didn't affect 
Robert at all, but it was strong enough to knock both muggers into a nearby building. Robert chuckled.

"Thanks, Danny."
Daniel Jones, was new to the super hero scene. He went by the name of the Torpedo. He was 

the son of Brock Jones, the original hero known as the Torpedo. He had blown the muggers into the 
building, and landed next to Robert.

"No problem, Robbie.  Truth be told, as long as I wear this armor, I feel like I should be thanking 
you."

Robert patted Daniel on the back.  In their many exhaustive searches for Richard, Quasar and 
Robert had come across dozens of items and individuals which the universe had moved on without.  

obert Rider walked somberly through the city. It was a dark, bleak, night, and there weren't 
many people left on the streets.  His parents and friends all warned him about the dangers of Rwalking in this neighborhood, especially at this hour, but Robert didn't care.  He felt empty, 

and he was full of anger.
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To the normal citizen, Project Pegasus was nothing but rubble these days.  It had been reduced to 

such in the cataclysmic event that the heroes called, 'Secret Invasion'. However, Robert had been 
employed here at Project Pegasus during that time, and when everyone else abandoned it, he, along 
with the hero Darkhawk, had made the facility their base of operations.

Beneath the rubble, Robert Rider and Daniel Jones, join Wendell Vaughn (Quasar), Namorita, 
Chris Powell (Darkhawk), and the former Nova, Morrow. They were all friends of Richard Rider, and 
other than Robert Rider, they were all beings of immense power.

Looking around the room, Chris Powell marveled at the group gathered in the room. This was 
an impressive bunch. While Robert Rider had no powers, by no means did Chris see him as useless.  
Chris still saw Robert as a Project Pegasus manager.  A person of the highest intelligence, as well as a 
former Nova Corpsman.  Robert definitely had Chris' respect.

Chris had been made to feel like a second-stringer in the past, but never when he worked with 
Robert's brother, Richard.  Chris had recently been a captive of the villain Arcade, and had been 
healing quite nicely from the gunshot wound suffered in that whole scenario. When Namorita asked if 
he would like to help in the search for Richard, Chris never hesitated.

Presently, the group circled Quasar. His quantum bands encircled all of them in the room, 
protecting them from a bubble of radiation that he had pulled out of the Earth's inner atmosphere. 
Unlike other radiations, this one was visible, and pink in color.

"Ever see anything like it?" Quasar asked Robbie.
Robbie studied the radiation, and something about it bothered him.  He couldn't lie though, it 

also intrigued him. Robert pondered the radiation, his fingers scratching his chin.
"I'm not sure, Wendell," he began. "It looks very familiar, but the reality is that there shouldn't 

be anything like this on Earth."
"I seem to remember there being radiation reading equipment in some of the labs here," Chris 

suggests.
"Good idea,' Robbie nods, still not taking his eyes off of the energy, but positive he had seen it before.

"Thanks," Chris gushes. "But for all I know, those things could all just be there to take X-rays."
Boom!  Robert Rider remembered where he'd seen this energy.
"Quasar," he says excitedly. "Drop your force field from around me, but keep everyone else 

sheltered."
"Why?" Wendell Vaughn asks in disbelief. "Why wouldn't I protect you as well?"
Chris Powell has never seen or heard of Robbie Rider doing anything rash.  Even dealing with all 

of his grief over Rich, Robbie had always been rational.  Methodical even.

One of those things was the original Torpedo battle armor!
Daniel's father, and his cousin, Mike Jeffries, had both died in acts of heroism wearing versions 

of the Torpedo armor.  Yet, no one seemed to remember either of them. Except Daniel.  When Robert 
and Wendell came to Daniel with the armor, Robert had told him that there should be a Torpedo 
legacy.

Quasar then invited Daniel to their home base, the remains of Project Pegasus, to mentor him. 
Daniel was a quick learner and very determined to show his dedication to being a hero. Robert knew 
from the first day that they had made a good decision with Daniel.

"Wendell had me come get you," Danny said. "He's being all Quasar-y, and told me to bring you 
back right away."

"Is it Rich?" Robert asked, the hope that he once held in his voice not as strong as it once was.
"No, I'm sorry," Danny spit out a little faster than he would have liked. "They've found some sort 

of new energy source.  Quasar was hoping you could identify it."
Robert nodded with disappointment, once again getting his hopes dashed.
"Okay.  Let's go.”

***



"Trust him, Wendell," Chris says to Quasar. "Robbie knows what he's doing."
Chris crossed his fingers, hoping he was right.  It would really suck if he were wrong.
Wendell shrugged, "Are you sure, Robbie?"
"I'd say 90% sure," Robbie dead panned.
Robbie stretched his fingers forward towards the energy as Quasar pulled his force field away 

from Robbie.  The energy pulses for a second, recognizes Robbie, and before anyone can react, 
engulfs him!  Glowing, Robbie fell to the floor, unconscious.

Darkhawk rushed over to grab Robbie.
"Robbie!" he screamed. "Don't do this to us!"
Darkhawk can feel a pulse. "He's breathing!"
"Bring him to the room next door," Morrow calls out, "There's a bed prepped already."
Darkhawk picks Robbie up, only to feel his friend's body crackling with energy.
"What's wrong with him?" Namorita asked.
"I don't kn…" Darkhawk begins to say, but is interrupted as Robert's body explodes...

***

Namorita slowly regains consciousness. She looked around the room, and sees everyone else 

standing around a glowing pink figure. She stepped forward to see that the figure was none other than 
the love of her life, Richard Rider!

"Richard?" she called out as she stumbles forward.
The pink figure put his hand up.
"No, Nita.  I'm sorry.  It's me, Robbie."
"Robbie?" she asked, feeling even weaker now. The tears began to fall. She was relieved that 

Robbie was okay, but she was also disappointed in herself for seeing something she desperately 
wanted to see, but wasn't really there. Who could blame her though?  The two were brothers after all.

"Yes,” he replied with a smile.  “Robbie, but so much more.”
"What happened to you, Robbie?" Nita follows up. "You're glowing…"
"Yes, I am.  Nita…did Rich ever tell you stories about, the Comet?"
Nita shrugs. "I think so…"
"Let me give you all a quick history lesson," Robbie says. "Us finding this energy, or more 

precisely this energy finding us, was no mistake."
Robbie had everyone's attention.  He could not help but to smile.

"The Comet was a man named Harris Moore,” Robbie began. “He and his son, the man known 
as Crimebuster, were heroes here on Earth, before joining my brother as part of the New Champions 
on Xandar. They both died defending Xandar. In the Comet's case, when he died, the power coursing 
through his body was released into the atmosphere. And as we've all been taught, energy never dies."

The room went silent.
"This is all due to someone recently finding the Comet's dissipated energy," Robbie says. 
"Which is the equivalent of finding the needle within a million haystacks."
Namorita raised an eyebrow and asked, "Quasar found it, right?"
Robbie chuckled, "Yes, he did.  But someone left that energy there for Wendell to find."
Now everyone in the room fell silent.  They had been through too much uncertainty and 

disappointment in the past few years to bother guessing what Robbie was saying. They held their 
breath and waited for Robert Rider to enlighten them.

"Unfortunately for us," Robbie began to lecture. "We've been so busy trying to find Rich that 
we've missed a lot of 'coincidences' occurring right under our noses."

"Spit it out already, Robbie," Morrow growled. "I'm still not sure that you won't explode again."
"Of course," Robbie apologized as he began to pace around the room.
"Sometimes I still find the need to explain all of the minute details. Everything that has been 



happening within our little group here: Quasar, Nita, and myself, insisting on staying together.  
Darkhawk coming back to us.  Morrow finding a lone Xandarian ship and bringing it back to us to use 
for space travel.  Us finding the Torpedo suit and then finding Daniel…and now me, Richard's brother, 
being given the powers of the Comet, who was a good friend of Richard's."

Quasar caught on and his eyes began to well, but everyone else waited for Robbie to release 
them from the tortuous suspense.

Robbie dramatically looked towards the sky.
"It's Rich,” he grinned.  “He wants to come back, but he needs our help. So he's been sending us 

the means to help him."
Namorita hugged Wendell Vaughn and began to cry as well, and there were smiles all around.
Morrow broke the room up by asking, “Wait…so can I still keep the ship?”

***

Later that day, after every preparation had been made, and several contingencies had been 

discussed, the group of friends take flight.  Quasar led the way, with Robbie in his own version of the 
Comet costume flying just behind him, and with Daniel, the new Torpedo, following close by.

Darkhawk, Morrow, and Namorita ride in the Xandarian ship that Morrow had commandeered.  
Its official designation was XN-791704, but Morrow had taken to calling it, the 'Airwalker'.

They were all locked in to the feint signal that Robbie had been picking up. It was a galactic 
distress signal that Quasar confirmed he and Richard had been using during the Annihilation War.

The flight was a quiet one.  Where there should have been feelings of joy with the possibility of 
finding Richard, everyone was instead worried that this would be yet another disappointment.  It had 
been too many years already, and they all kept their defenses up.

Until then, they were off to the Tranta System of the Andromeda Galaxy.  It was there that the 
planet Xandar had been destroyed.

"This is the place," Quasar announced on their communicators.
"It's so quiet," Namorita almost whispers.
"It's dead," Morrow laments. "There's no sign of life anywhere."
With a glimmer in his eye, Robbie Rider says, "Not yet."
"Now what?" Darkhawk asks.
"I'm not sure," Robbie says. Then he jokes, "I've only been the Comet for a day."
Daniel Jones, the Torpedo, had only been in costume for a few months, and had only known this 

particular group of people for that same amount of time.  Other than what he had seen on television, 
he hadn't known Richard Rider at all, but he could tell that Richard had left a lasting impression on all of 
them. These people were now Daniel's family, and if Richard Rider meant that much to them, then he 
was important to Daniel as well.

"Hold on!" Namorita shouts. "I can hear him calling me!  Richard's trying to find us!”
***

Pain. Constant pain. Richard Rider, the Earth man known as Nova, crawled around his cell, aching.  His 

body has been broken so many times in the last few…had it been years already?  Yes, it must be years.  
It was hard to tell time in the Cancerverse. In this dungeon, time was measured by the daily beatings 
they gave him.

Richard was a hero in his universe. Hell, he was even a hero here in the Cancerverse, maybe the 
only one. Heroes were unheard of in this reality, and it made him public enemy number one. He had 
saved his friends, Drax the Destroyer, and Starlord, Peter Quill. He sacrificed himself, and any 
remaining power from both the Cosmic Cube, and residual Nova Force, to try and keep the mad titan, 



Pain. Constant pain. Richard Rider, the Earth man known as Nova, crawled around his cell, aching. His 

body has been broken so many times in the last few…had it been years already? Yes, it must be years. It 
was hard to tell time in the Cancerverse. In this dungeon, time was measured by the daily beatings 
they gave him.

Rich was a hero in his universe. Hell, he was even a hero here in the Cancerverse, maybe the only 
one. Heroes were unheard of in this reality, and it made him public enemy number one. He had saved 
his friends, Drax the Destroyer, and Starlord, Peter Quill. He sacrificed himself, and any remaining 
power from both the Cosmic Cube, and residual Nova Force, to try and keep the mad titan, Thanos, 
here with him in the Cancerverse.

Unfortunately, it wasn't a perfect plan. Thanos made a desperate attempt to escape, and Rich 
could only guess that Thanos' escape was a success because the cube shattered moments after 
Thanos passed through him. Now all that power was gone…

With the Cube burnt out, Rich came crashing to the ground. That was when more of the 
Cancerverse's evil counterparts showed up. The first one to hit him came from behind. It was the 
Cancerverse's Quicksilver. Rich's head snapped backwards due to the sudden impact.

Before he could recover, this universe's Wolverine attacked him. Rich winced at the memory of 
those claws ripping into his back. Rich would have welcomed the silence of death, but this was the 
Cancerverse. His death lasted minutes, but he didn't complain too loudly, because his arm that had 
been cut off in battle with the Revengers, had grown back.

Rich was taken to the dungeon that the Cancerverse's Revengers used as a prison. He had been 
here ever since. He had settle into a pattern in fact. Every morning he would be greeted by one 
Revenger or another, and they would beat him near death. These monsters wanted a way back to 
Rich's universe and they believed he still had the means to do it.

They were pathetic. There were only a couple of possible ways to get back to his universe. The 
Cosmic Cube was one, and maybe even the Novaforce. Neither of which Rich possessed anymore.  
Sure, he could tell them that, and at first they wouldn't believe him, but eventually they might. Rich 
wasn't a punk though, and he wouldn't give them the satisfaction.

Instead, each morning he would smugly tell them how ugly they were, or how bad they 
smelled, and then the beatings would be more furious than the day before. Yet, Richard Rider held on. 
He took comfort in the knowledge that he had saved Pete, and maybe indirectly, his home planet. 
Pete was the kind of guy who would've done the same for him.
Hell, Pete was the kind of guy that would not let Rich's sacrifice stand.  Pete would not rest until he 
found a way back to the Cancerverse to save Rich. Rich chuckled at his friend's stubbornness. It was no 
wonder they got along so well.

Rich's laughter faded quickly, and the reality of where he still was, set in once again.
Then one day, everything changed. He still awoke to the crippling pain.  His body screamed for 

the agony to end.  Maybe today would be the day that he finally died.  Yep, a day like every other in his 
recent memory, only something in the air was not quite the same.

It was no wonder. Today Rich's counterpart from the Cancerverse came to give him his daily 
beating. The door of his cell opened, and Rich looked up to see a uniform very similar to his own.  Only 
darker.  Black.

It happened so fast, and while Rich did not feel the first punch, he felt the second, and the third. 
Rich also felt something else - hope. The costume wasn't the same, but it reminded Rich of who he had 
been and what he had stood for. He remembered people depending on him…because he was a hero. 
There was a tiny warmth in Rich's chest, and it enabled to take a deeper breath. He was ready for the 
next punch though, and caught the Dark Nova's fist. Rich smiled, making sure the Dark Nova saw his 
smile, before punching him squarely in the face.

Two very strong guards rush in to restrain Rich.
"Son of a bitch!" screamed the Dark Nova. "Hold him for me!"



The Dark Nova began to beat on Rich, all the while taunting him.
"I don't know how you were able to do that to me, human!  But you're going to pay!"
Rich who had always had a problem with authority, looked up at the Dark Nova and smirked.
"Go ahead and laugh, Earthman," the Dark Nova spits. "Even now, we're making plans to erase 

your existence from your own world!"
With blood pouring down his face, Rich glared at him. The Dark Nova chuckled.
"That's right. We may have finally found a way into your world," he mocked. "After all this time, 

even if you wouldn't tell us!  You've already been replaced."
"Please," Rich says weakly. "Don't."
The Dark Nova laughs. "Are you begging?"
Rich shakes his head, "You wish.  But I do have a condo in Long Island, and if you ugly bastards 

invade, it's gonna lower my property value."
"Enough!" the Dark Nova yelled. "The Star-Lord and the Avatar of Death were able to leave the 

Cancerverse.  Yet you chose to stay back and spy on us!"
Rich finally realized the Cancerverse's take on him, and decided that it was best to just let them 

keep on thinking that, so he would continue to play his role. For dramatic effect, Rich spits blood onto 
the black boots of the Dark Nova. Frustrated, and unsure of what else to do with Rich, the Dark Nova 
kicks Rich in the face and walks away.

As the darkness again consumed him, Rich back to his universe.  And if they have found a way, 
why hasn't anyone from his universe found a way to come back and get him? Pete? The Fantastic Four?  
Hell, even Stark and his government puppets, the Avengers.

Rich thought about his brother, Robbie, and how Robbie had finally become a hero as a part of 
the Nova Corps. That poor bastard.  Even that dream for Robbie had been crushed, because Rich and 
the Worldmind had taken back all of the Novaforce for their final fight in the Cancerverse. Then there 
was Nita. He had just gotten her back…

Through broken ribs, Rich took what would be his last breath for the day. Thankfully, the 
tranquility and darkness of unconsciousness was about to overcome him.

It was then, at the glorious moment prior to the pain going away, that Rich heard, "Attention, 
Richard Rider…"

And finally, the darkness.

To Be Continued...



PART 3

RED DRAGON



STORY SO FAR - The year is 2146 and the Andromeda Galaxy is at war with the Badoon. In the heart of this bloody conflict, members 
of Nova Corps - Syphon Four Two fight, both veterans and newbies such as James Luck from Earth. One such strategic planet that 
both sides considered vital was "Pericles' Crossing" - yet as the war rages on, new hostiles emerge...

Surrounding Tony were a compliment of four of his inner guard, elite Nova Corpsmen trained to 
wear his older Iron Man suits enhanced with both Kree and Shi'har technology. These were some of the 
most highly trained Nova Centurions in the Corps.

Then, as always in war, the unexpected called; the ship suddenly rocked and sent Tony headlong for 
the floor. His guards scattered as the craft careened and the alarms sounded. Debris and steel twisted on 
the edge of the open bay. 

“What the hell was that?” Tony demanded.
As he looked across the huge hangar door and out in space, he saw the battle for Pericles' Crossing 

rage amid the landscape of stars. Dozens of Nova Corps flyers and Badoon ships now locked in a dance of 
flashing laser and gravimetric implosions.

“Starboard hit, proximal,” Stark's AI replied. “Damage Unknown. Badoon jamming signals 
detected.” 

Sparks began to spit downward from the recess of the hangar; smoke billowed. Oncoming flanks of 
interior Nova security scurried to contain the chaos when Stark heard the shouts.

“Sensors can't find the damage!” one of the other Corpsmen barked.
“Look up, for god's sake,” one centurion replied, pointing to the hull above the hanger doors.
Stark could see it now, the steaming penetration of a metal hull and a Badoon breaching craft, 

evidently the enemy had forged a similar plan to the Nova Corps own and had now slipped its own killers 
under the wire. The invader, however, had missed a clean entrance and set itself halfway into the hull in a 
wound of gnarled metal and steel. Clamping hooks from the Badoon shuttle already worked hard to get a 
clean grip on the ship's surface.

“Rifles!” one Corpsman shouted.
Stark took a quick look at the craft and turned to his Iron Men and Nova Corps guards.
"Get that thing off my ship!” he shouted.
Yet, before they could act, the Badoon ship's drop doors exploded off its hinges. Almost instantly, a 

throng of elite Badoon Menacers in shimmering reflexive armor poured from the gap as they screamed 
bloody oaths and curses. Likewise, a wall of thick fire from their assault rifles sprayed the defenders of the 
bay and the interior plunged into the same brand of hell as the space outside the ship.
 “We've been breached, I'll have to launch immediately,” he reported in to General Fury.

“Get on it Stark!” Fury's response growled in the comm link.
Repulsor beams flashed from the Iron Men as the fire fight within the belly of The Rogers was 

underway. Squads of Nova Corpsmen took cover behind cargo bins in the bay and shouted back to each 
other as they coordinated the defense.

“Death to the mammal scum!” one Menacer shouted.

***
Senior Nova Centurion Cammille Benally raced up alongside Denarion Blackwell as the rounds pulsed 
through the chamber. She wore no Nova helmet, and her dark hair swayed with the solar breeze of the 
open bay. "Get Drax down here now!” she ordered in her com feed. “Target is not the bridge, repeat, 
target is the cannon bay!" Cammi added as she aimed her ion blaster at a nearby Badoon and shot him 
solidly in the head. 

“What's the count?” the crackled voice asked in her feed.

ony Stark factored the complex equations like a living computer as his metal hands blurred across 
the panel. Within his suit's processors he estimated a hundred other variables on wireless coded Tlinks to the Nova Corps starship Roger's own CPU. For now the Iron Avenger worked furiously at the 

guidance controls of the "shoot tube" cannon on board The Rogers. The last vector and trajectory was 
incalculably important, and now he honed the final touches while the Badoon flagship the Red Dragon 
stared at him in the sites.



"D'ast, Menacers – elites, at least twenty," she reported.
Then the entire bay quivered and for a moment it felt like the ship had taken another direct hit. 

From the dark of the Badoon shuttle, a hulking green figure emerged, bubbling and hissing with 
primordial fluid, armored to the core. 

“Wait…there's something else," Cammi mumbled.
For a moment, the emerging figure blocked out the glow of battle and the stars outside, his shadow 

concealed even the reflective bands of the planet and the distant flicker of the burning sun.
The deck rumbled with the weight of the huge being's sheer size, it was a daunting figure in the 

light as the metal panels under its feet buckled.
The armor was green and filled with bubbling green fluid that seemed to make up the creature's 

body. He was some brand of living acid or goo, smoking and steaming and contained within a shimmering 
set of translucent battle-armor that flickered jade and brilliant green. Yet somehow, this horror was a live 
Badoon God. 

“We need reinforcements,” Stark said to Fury in the feed. Only static replied. “Where the hell's 
Drax?”

Stark had read all the dossiers in the Nova files; this one was named He Who Cleanses the Weak, and 
even now the demon raised a massive emerald mace and swung the mighty weapon at one of the Iron 
Men. The strike missed its mark, but a huge plume of green liquid shot out and sprayed the Iron 
Corpsman's body. 

“What the hell is that?” Cammi demanded.
“A god, Cammi, and be careful- this one is a killer,” Stark answered.
Right away, it was clear the shucked fluid was a deadly corrosive acid. The Iron Corpsman sizzled 

and dissolved right into nothing before Stark's eyes. It was a chilling way to die, and the slime dripped and 
burned a hole in the decks below. Far underneath, alarms sounded as the liquid melted more and more of 
the ship.

Cammi got up and fed the so-called god a face full of her Ion blaster. "I got the Lizard God! Iron Men, 
you get on the Menacer's!” she barked. She looked now to Tony Stark, “Playboy, I can't give you much 
more time,” she announced.

Again, Cammi unloaded her pistol into the figure. He slammed down his mace which Cammy only 
barely managed to dodge. More Elite Badoon warriors flanked the green god and set up a wedge 
formation. Cammi tossed a flak grenade toward the crew with adept precision while she leapt behind the 
cargo bins as the frag burst.
Still, more came.

"Cammi give me a few more seconds." Tony barked as he resumed his work at the terminal.
He Who Cleanses the Weak turned his attention to Stark and the shoot tube at the far end of the bay. 

His steps rang like metallic thunder claps.
Then a soft sound interrupted the fight; the inter-ship elevator chimed and the doors hissed open 

on hydraulics and spitting steam. A beefy form coalesced within the smoke himself, and he held in his 
hands a very large gun.

Drax the Destroyer stepped off the lift with a slew of Nova Corpsmen at his side.
"Did somebody order a mini gun?" he asked, pulling the massive chain gun along with him. A huge 

trail of belted ammunition dragged behind him and across his shoulders. He blasted right away at the 
green form. Hellfire flashed as the weapon cycled and spent rounds plinked across the bay floor. Drax's 
onslaught continued, but the Badoon god stepped forward.

“A tough guy eh?” Drax demanded. He looked above the form, to the loose metal lattice-work of 
the damaged bay.

"'Bout time you showed up Drax" Cammi snapped. 
Drax smiled as he paused his attack and pointed the gun straight up, to the metal superstructure 

above the bay. After a moment, the motor on the mini gun whirred back with power and unloaded a 
massive volley thirty feet above the Badoon God's head. Sparks and hot metal shards flew everywhere. 
Brass kicked outward in a tinkling song. The stream of bullets tore apart the pylons and steel girders' 



hanging directly above the green monster, sending a massive shower of tons of metal super-structure 
from the ceiling that landed on top of the Badoon terror and many of his henchmen. A huge I-beam 
slammed the poorly armored Oversee, killing him instantly. The debris piled up on the floor in a huge 
contorted mess. Warning alarms and fire extinguishing systems worked furiously to keep up with the 
sprawled havoc.

Drax looked at the pile with satisfaction. He winked at Cammi.
“I hope that was nothing important,” Stark mumbled as he continued to work.
"We done here?" Drax asked Cammi and Stark as he set his red hot chain gun down. Several of the 

Iron Men were putting the finishing touches on some of the other Badoon, and just like that, the tide of the 
fight had swayed.

Then a low rumble stirred.
"You know it ain't down, tough guy," Cammi said with a grin as she scanned the pile of debris.

"Stark,” Nick Fury barked in the feed “Get that team in the space, now!"
He Who Cleanses The Weak pushed the tons of rubble away from him. A foul excretion slipped from 

the god's armor as the debris melted and burned away. Then he lunged upward, his huge jade fists 
smashing and sweeping. 

“It's free!” a Nova Centurion shouted.
Bits of broken ship went everywhere. The foul ichor spilled on more of the ships panels, burning 

metal and sounding alarms. 
“Just a few seconds more,” Stark announced. 

The god stared at Drax and picked up its massive emerald mace, ready for a second round. 
“Hey again big boy,” Drax growled as he fired up his mini gun.

****

Space was still aglow with the pandemonium of battle.
"What's going on in there Tony?” Richard Rider, commander of the forces in motion outside, asked. 

“We're missing our window here." he added as he eyed The Rogers in space, waiting patiently for the shot 
from the cannon. He could barely see the form of the boarding vessel lodged into the aft bay.

Before he could help, a Badoon laser column spiked next to him and the monstrous enemy flagship 
neared, peppering him with sporadic fire. The Red Dragon leered, swiping its tail and swinging microfibers 
of thick cables around the sputtering form of the Nova flyers.

Rider and the wing responded; they soared together and cut a deep gravimetric swath into the side 
of the great starship. The tail of the beast curled and twisted as ships swarmed from under its belly to the 
Nova Fleet.

"Give me a moment, Rich, just one second more," Tony replied 

****
True to his words, the massive cannon that was loaded with the remnant Avengers on board shifted up and 
honed in on the snaking Badoon warship. The last algorithm was nearly complete and the riddle of her 
shields was almost solved.

Drax and Cammi with a complement of other centurions unloaded their weapons on the Badoon 
God as it stood with its dripping mace outstretched. Its cold eyes and mouthless face stared like a at the 
defending corpsmen. Shells and the sizzle of hot rounds sounded throughout the bay. The God kept 
walking as he stormed toward Stark, battering centurions like fleas as they tried to restrain him. One Nova 
flyer zoomed right at the creature at the speed of sound. Without flinching, however, the dark god 
grabbed the Centurion by the face and crushed his head. The cleanser oozed its green fluid on the poor 
centurion's face as it threw the dead soldier to the ground.

As Stark finished the last of his sequences. The Red Dragon now appeared in space in full view of the 
bay. All around, a light show of ship to ship space combat raged.

"God Damn Stark!" Cammi said as she unloaded round after round into the green armor. The thing 



raised its huge divine mace, standing right before her as ineffective rounds bounced off of it. 
The great maul dripped with caustic acid as He Who Cleanses The Weak  brought its weapon back to 

finish her off.
"Hey asshole!" Drax said as he grabbed the God's shoulder and unloaded the mini gun right into the 

thing's chest. The bay lit up with superheated metal and brass. Hot rounds went directly into the arrogant 
god's thorax and it hunched over with pain. Drax grabbed the back of the mace by the handle, and tried to 
bring the monster down into the ground. The God faltered for a second then grabbed Drax by the throat, 
lifting him upward. The mace crashed to the bay floor.

"Drax the Destroyer, I will savor cleansing you." The voice scratched across Drax's mind with the 
grace of a scouring pad. Except the creature did not speak, the mental message was sent directly into 
Drax's brain. If he had only known, however, that it was a great honor for such a divine lord to speak with 
any living thing. In fact, they were the first words it had spoken in a thousand years to a mortal.

The god smashed Drax into the steel decking. The destroyer grabbed at anything he could, metal 
bars, glass and likewise stabbed, poked and prodded as the monster squeezed him tight. Yet nothing 
worked. The mighty knee of the God pushed on Drax's throat, slowly sipping his the life away. The vile fluid 
oozed down its knee and Drax knew he needed to act. 
Cammi acted fast. "Cleanse this frag, jerk!" She said as reached around and jammed the explosive into the 
God's eye socket. She went flying to the floor. Drax was up in a flash, and he finally found a pistol on the 
ground. Raising the blaster, he unloaded into the creatures face. The thing reached for its eyes, sputtering 
backward and delivering a horrible cauterwaul that made both Cammi and Drax block their ears.

"Done!! That's it!!" Stark said as he engaged the interface.
Just as the grenade erupted inside the face of He Who Cleanses The Weak' glowing head, the shoot 

tube cannon fired a deafening shot that sent everyone else to their knees and the entire ship quaked. 
The ship's own power flickered and the hangar bay filled again with smoke and ash. Pandemonium 

engulfed the scene, and for a moment the gravity fluttered and everyone shifted wrong.
The Badoon God's head was a noxious cloud of confused goo as it stumbled to recover from the 

concussion of the grenade.

****

Richard Rider was nearly startled as The Rogers popped and the huge form of the Red Dragon erupted in 
star fire. Masses of red crystalline fuels and fluids shot outward into space, not unlike a bath of icy blood. 
So too, it almost seemed that the beast growled and cried out in a physical pain and lion-roar of agony.

“It's a hit!” Rider proclaimed in the all com. “The Red Dragon is down!” Stark had done it.
The Nova flyers swooped around the licking rounds of laser and Badoon rockets. The languishing 

form of the Dragon curled now, with a hole in its hull, the wounded monster crippled and helpless.
“We're in,” the garbled voice of John Walker announced Rider. “Avengers assembled.”

****

Up on the bridge, Nick Fury looked at Moondragon and smiled. Rider had already announced the shift fire, 
as the flyers sweeped to the other Badoon forces and away from her flagship

Beyond the woman's form, the vid-feed showed the scene of the Red Dragon as it labored outside, 
a massive wound buried in its side and the implanted end of the Nova Corps boarding vessel firmly lodged 
within the deviant craft.

“Time for a party of our own,” Fury said. “Walker, unleash Count Nefaria right away, remember this 
is an exec protect op, not a goddamn bloodbath.”

“Aye,” his feed answered.
Moondragon curled her lips, “Now you're getting cocky, telling Nefaria to cool it.” 
“I am cocky,” he replied. Despite the setback, everything had come together just fine. "Listen doll, 

did I ever tell you broadsides and battleships wasn't my game?”



****

The inertial dampeners did their job.
Robert Quill the twenty one year old son of the original Star-Lord, noted the burning smell of ozone 

and some odd chemical odor as he sat like a nervous child in the tube. It was a horrid scent, made worse by 
the fact his knees were nearly shoved in his face. For a split second, his body felt like it was vibrating at a 
ridiculously high rate. His teeth felt strange and his mouth had a metal taste. But now it was over and 
everything appeared to have gone well. 

As his head struggled to adjust past whatever quantum barriers he had just crossed, all he could do 
was think of John Walker's ribbing and the man's lack of confidence in him. 

Quill tried to recall who he was, and what he was, but his head swam with vertigo and his stomach 
with nausea. He watched John Walker as he sat up and unstrapped himself. The man lowered the scarred 
black and red helmet on his head that had a red, white and blue American flag painted on the forehead. 
Walker tucked a huge Bowie style combat knife in a pouch on his chest strap. He looked at the Avengers 
before him with eyes of stellar balefire. This man was a D'ast Killer, Quill thought.
 “Get a grip, kid,” he heard Walker snap. But everything felt stuck underwater, forced under the limits of an 
invisible sea. The waves crashed against his brain.

In a sudden moment, the boarding shell had been hyper accelerated at hundreds of times the 
speed of light in the fraction of a nanosecond. Human bodies were not meant to move that fast, so the 
dampeners needed to create a homeostatic embryo of protection for the passengers inside to remain 
intact.

“It wasn't so bad” Red Bolt said as he too unbuckled from the restraints. Noh-Varr was vomiting in 
the back.

Eventually, the events of the last few seconds came back to the young Star-Lord; from The Rogers, 
the experimental mass driver sent the projectile through space in a blinding flash barreling toward the 
Badoon death ship, The Red Dragon. With its intense speed, the pod was also an extremely powerful 
weapon, effecting the battlefield outside and tearing a path of destruction through space and time. 

No doubt, several Badoon ships and troop formations were jellyfied as the high velocity object 
blinked past them. The thought of it all pushed Quill to lose his lunch as well.

He accessed the HUD within his helm, the effect was confirmed a success. The pod hit the star 
board weak spot of the Red Dragon in an area just near the "ear hole" of the living ship. At the target, metal 
twisted and inverted as the entry wound left a gnarled hole of twisted framing and organic superstructure 
unique to the Dragon's living composition. Liquid chemicals and something organic, akin to blood, oozed 
into the icy expanse of space in a wave of crystals.

“Kid do you hear me?” Walker growled again “Get up and let's move. We got work to do.”
Walker was already at the door with his blasters ready, directly behind the hulking demon known as 

Count Nefaria.
“Pop the hatch!” Walker ordered.

****

Quill got up from the bench and jumped from the pod with his Spartois Ion rifle. As he stood the world 
wobbled, and Nefaria looked at him and glared.

Great, Thought Quill. Even Nefaria probably knew more about the plan than me.
But now it was time for Avenging. 
"That's our huckleberry folks, everybody out!" Walker said as he brought his twin machine guns to 

the ready.
Nefaria kicked out the door like it was made of cardboard. The shoot tube was a one way ticket. It 

wasn't good for anything but a coffin right now, and it was time to get out. John Walker did not wait for an 
invitation. Nefaria was a blur of white and black. Already Quill heard guards screaming and hissing death 



throes. Nefaria had already broken two Badoon necks before Walker could hit the ground and yell 
"Assemble!". 

“Nefaria, keep down the body count –this is a surgical strike remember?”
The villian paused for a moment, his cybernetic half-face sparkling with its lone red eye. “Just stay 

out of my way.” he replied.
Walker turned to unload a controlled burst from his twin machine pistols down the decks. Behind 

him, the shoot tube still smoked against the molten innards of the ship. Half of the pod was melting into 
liquid.

“Quill get off the walls,” Walker barked again as James shifted his cover off a bulkhead.
"This is a damn raw deal, Walker" Quill said and blasted his rifle down the hall.
Another crew of Badoon security was instantly in view. The hall erupted in fire and shrapnel as the 

team moved. One of the Badoon took a blast from Quill's rifle right in the face.  James felt a strange rush as 
he saw the alien drop.

The defenders were all armed to the teeth in full armor and heavy weapons. They were carrying a 
mix of blasters and glowing edged weapons. Several yapped and hissed in the Badoon and Snark language 
as they shuffled. 

Then Nefaria moved down the hall like a wraith. He was out of sight before Quill could even think.
As James rounded the corner with Noh-Varr, they could see the Count ripped off further down the 

long internal structure as the man streamed to a mess of Badoon and Snark marines. When Nefaria hit the 
unwitting enemy there was a blinding sea of gore and bone. Parts of Badoon and Snark went flying 
everywhere as he moved like a murderous whirlwind.

"D'ast" said Red Bolt, "Stark missed the mark, we're two decks down from where we should be." he 
added as he looked into a small computer monitor on his wrist.

"I sent in the all clear to Fury. We all knew Stark's contraption was a wall hanger and shotgun blast. 
We knew we'd be off. Way I see it, we're right on schedule." Walker said as he blasted another group of 
rushing Badoon security droids. 

“I thought you said this was a surgical strike?” Quill demanded.
Walker grunted and ignored him. "Luna, get up the wall of tranquility, let's keep these lizards off 

guard." 
Nefaria was occupied with several more groups of Badoon, always moving faster than the eye 

could see and killing at the edges. Luna whispered soflty and worked her hands as the soft lights swirled 
around the party.

Quill kept shooting his rifle at the Badoon to cover the movement of the group. Noh-Varr added 
shots with his Nega Bands. 

Casualties to a minimum? Nefaria did know the more than me, dammit, Quill said to himself when as 
he thought about Walker's last transmission. He's a D'ast ex supervillian and they trust him more than me!

Red Bolt ripped off a blast of dark crimson energy from his temple. Several Snarks buckled in pain 
as the kinetic energy whipped them backwards and curled like his mother's hair. A moment later the group 
was heading up one of the shaft bulwarks.  

"Rage, you have the package, right?" Walker asked.
Elvin Holliday tapped the box affixed to his web-gear. "You know it John, got it right here. Safe and 

sound." he said as he followed Walker up the metal ladder. Badoon were waiting. Walker sunk his giant 
knife deep into a Snark as he jumped up to the next level. On cue, Rage threw a pair of Snarks aside like a 
pair of ragdolls. The rest of the team followed as more Badoon assaulted from both sides.

****

The famed Badoon General Margoyle stood at his command terminal on the bridge of the ship without 
saying a word. The stars were ablaze with the unfolding war. He did his best to not reap the vulnerable sea 
of targets and Nova ships to his front.

He watched the damage terminal to his ship and felt pain to see her wounded and helpless now. So 



much was out of his hands. The voices of his security details below dying at the hands of the mammal 
avengers scratched his heart. He hated the feeling. For a moment, he felt the sting of doubt.

He leered again at the lurching silhouette of the Rogers. His hand softly rubbing the button to 
launch thermonuclears.

“It would all be too easy,” he whispered to himself. The pride tickled his skin, down his scales and 
spine, under his armor, the chitin carapace of the dead- conqueror Annihilus. He pulled his finger away 
from the button as the cosmic control rod on his chest whispered to him softly.

Then, the expected voice of his so-called masters from the other dreadnought in this Badoon 
flotilla, The Soul Stealer came over the ship to ship communication link: "General Margoyle! Report! What 
was that deviltry? Are you able to respond?" The voice was his Goddess, The Moon's Chilling Glow.

Gods or not, no soul ordered him and his fleet around like dogs, and the time to serve madness was 
at an end.

Again, he listened to the cosmic control rod crackle and the breaths of his lieutenants rise and fall, 
but Margoyle did not respond to his god's inquiry.

His trusted staff stood behind him, stoic and in total union with their general, awaiting his next 
word.

"They have penetrated the ship, sir, they are moving on deck thirty eight. As expected, it appears to 
be the Avengers." Margoyle's First Officer said. “The few remaining crew are ignoring our orders to relent. 
There are casualties.”

“Unfortunate,” Margoyle replied. “I want to give any of you one last opportunity to leave this ship 
forthwith, this is my decision, not yours,” the General added. 

The men did not move. Their faces did not deviate. Their silence was an answer enough; they would 
stand with their ship, their General, and die with him, no matter his order.

“They will call us traitors,” he added. “Our families will be in jeopardy. It will burn deep.”
He looked back at his First Officer...a skinny but officious Badoon who looked more loyal dog than 

reptilian snake-man. The man only nodded as the voices of battle repeated on the comm link. As the 
images of the hull breach reached Margoyle he sighed and returned his First Officer's nod.

“Very well,” Margoyle replied. “Sound the crew evacuation alarms and cut all communications with 
the fleet.” 

To be continued.



PART 5

STARSCREAM



 was twenty thousand kilometres from the Sphere, heading towards it like a...well, you add in the rest! The 
portals were beginning to close; the material was flowing, folding over itself in a series of concentric circles; Ieach one getting smaller and smaller. 

The nearest portal was over forty kilometres wide, closing rapidly. No more swirling black particles 
were coming out thank God; they'd flown down through the Oracle's chromosphere: the star's lower 
atmosphere where temperatures reached over twenty thousand degrees Kelvin. Xander displayed a 
magnified image in a separate window on the HUD. The particles were clumping together forming a black 
dense strip a thousand kilometres wide and growing. Considering their nature, the Preons could've been 
acting independently but Xander figured that it was more likely something else was guiding them, something 
inside the Sphere. 

Cerebral Log/ Richard J. Rider – Entry 32.9/47 CMO/UDI Alpha Rider One  
One hour after Nova's departure from Delvedia... 

STORY SO FAR - Nova619, allied with the United Defence Initiative, are endeavouring to save the beleaguered planet Delvedia from 
destruction. A super weapon, designed by the Veil Kartel adapting Celestial technology is causing the local star, the Oracle to destabilize. In 
order to stop it, Richard Rider must enter the heart of the beast...

As I got closer to the Sphere, the geometric patterns on the inter-locking plates didn't seen natural at 
all, in fact…some of them seemed…. familiar…..as if…

Xander, those patterns…aren't they? 
Yes they are Rich! Same ones that form the basis of the Delvedian language that you saw on the 

Heliocycle; I accessed the Xandarian lexicon and guess what -- the symbols match Celestial hieroglyphs! 
Yeah, Thor told me about Arishem, he was one of heavy mob; tasked to watch how everything on Earth 

developed and if he felt we'd didn't make the grade he would've wiped us out. I think we got a B-. So considering 
they designed the Preons, you think there's a Celestial inside that thing? 

I can't determine if a Celestial is present. Right now, we have to try and find a way in, stop the Preons 
from --- Rich! Evasive acti.......

I suddenly found myself being slammed away from the Sphere….At first I figured I'd run into some 
kinda security force field but no, Stallone was back. 

Whether it was the same one back on that hunk of rock or a new one it was hard to tell. Right now, the 
monster was bearing down on me preparing to take another swipe with its huge left fist over two meters wide. 
If I'd been on a planet with some air, poisonous or breathable, I'd probably felt a swishing sound as the 
haymaker made inevitable contact with my head. Out here, all I could hear was my own breathing inside the 
phasic shield, and a grunt.

 I reached out, right hand flat and met the oncoming fist. At first my arm swung back slightly as forward 
momentum still propelled the fist forward until inertia kicked in. It was hard to estimate how much mass the 
thing possessed but even though I was considerably smaller I'm not exactly a wimp in the strength department 
these days. I gripped the fist with my other free hand and used my own momentum to swing Stallone clear 
over my head…

As it went in one direction I sped towards the Sphere, diving away from the pole towards the upper 
tropic …..

Hostile has recovered; approximately twenty point two meters behind and closing. 
I know. I know! 
The surface of the Sphere now dominated my forward vision. Blotting out the star field and obscuring 

part of the sun disc….Waves of colourful energy, aurora, danced across the surface. 
How far till I reach the surface?
Sphere surface ninety kilometres and closing…
Give me a countdown and supply me with additional nova force reserves…
Rich - slow down or we're going to be splattered! 
…just do it! I know what I'm doing…
Okay, here you go. Rooting additional, Nova Force to your bio-pattern you crazy...
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The Sphere curving surface was so near now, getting closer and closer. So close now that in seconds my 
fingertips, then my whole body would touch it…..and it wouldn't be a pretty landing…but as is….
……………Twenty Kilometres
Stallone was getting nearer and nearer too, pouring on its own velocity, doing whatever it took……
……………………………….…..Ten Kilometres
……….to catch up with me. Its huge hands were reaching out. It eye strip glowed a pure white light…..
………………………………...............................…..Five Kilometres….
……..I felt the presence of its shadow. I felt a trickle of perspiration run down my face. My hair felt wet with 
sweat. The surface was just moments away. If I'd been born Jewish like Bernie….

NOW! Enhance my G-Force buffers, now Xander! 
Go right Two Seventy Turn. Bank hard…

  I swung my flight path into a controlled hard u-turn, one hundred an eighty degrees in less than ten 
seconds. The surface came so close as I reached the turning point; the geometric shapes became distorted and 
blurred, rushing past me.

 I had to watch my surroundings; large twisting towers, six or more storeys high, dotted here and there 
composed of the same dark surface, their edges bathed in electric blue; energy discharges rained down from 
the exotic particles washing down from the auroras. If I wasn't too careful I'd impact on my one of the side walls 
of the towers but I creased my brow in concentration, making sure my trajectory and upward swing avoided 
them. 

Veer up Six gees and rising. Accelerated climb…
  I felt my Adam's apple bounce twice up and down my throat. Just as well I hadn't eaten. Behind me, 
Stallone didn't stop. It couldn't manoeuvre as good as I could even if I was the same one I'd left falling inside the 
planetisimal cause that one had to undertake a large clumsy forty-nine degree arc to dive headlong into the 
chasm after me. Its mass was too big, too bulky and its rate of dive had been rising to try and keep up with me. 
So when I flew out of the way, it couldn't compensate. Its body impacted hard on the surface of the Sphere. 
There was no sound. Its component particles spreading across the irregular surface like a black ink smear on a 
piece of tarmac. The accompanying kinetic discharge was massive. It spread evenly over the surface of the 
Sphere like a plume of white light but began to dissipate as the Sphere's outer hull absorbed the flux. The shock 
waves rippled over the surface, slowing subsiding. There was a chance that the thing could reconstitute itself, 
just like the others had done. I decided not to hang around….

Eight gees. Now climb…you have clearance…. 
 I climbed up, just above one hundred and twenty miles per second and kept my rate of climb steady. I 
them arced over again, feeling the g-force caress against the phasic shield, elongating it before it retracted 
back into a perfect ellipsoid. 

I flew parallel over the vast curving surface of the Sphere below me heading back towards the northern 
pole. The portals were now less than one kilometre wide, more than enough for me to pass through into the red 
glowing interior. What I saw inside I could sum up in just one word. 

Considering the whole thing on the outside looked like some kinda plot device George Lucas would've 
thought up for Star Wars seven; I'd expected to find some kinda linking theme on the inside. Large corridors, 
glowing tubes. All kinds of complex machinery and maybe ten thousand storm troopers marching together in 
unison. And behind all that a super duper death ray device that….well in this case makes stars go crazy. But 
considering the nature of the Automata and those dense dark alien particles now encircling the star 
outside…and if the Celestials did have a hand in its construction it made kinda sense that things would be 
equally weird inside…
 There were no walls, no floors. What I did see in front of me, as I hovered some twenty kilometres in 
front of the now sealed portal behind me, was, to be truthful, pretty farking amazing. The red glow I'd seen 
coming from inside the sphere illuminated the whole amazing landscape. It came from another sphere, again 
composed of inter-locking plates which were partly translucent, at least they must have been cause the glow, 
or whatever was producing it, was allowing the light inside to illuminate the massive interior like some kinda 
oversized neon bulb. Hate to think what the electricity bills would be like if you have one in your home. Xander 
estimated it was over four hundred and fifty kilometres wide and thirty eight thousand kilometres distant. 

Except now things got REALLY weird. Cause the outside of the Sphere was just over nine hundred 
kilometres wide and yet inside the distance to the core was over four times that. Of course, I knew the answer. 
The Sphere was bigger on the inside like a Xandarian security tesserect.



Thousands of tendrils made of some dark material suspended the core. Through my HUD, the tendrils 
became translucent as they merged into the core. As they travelled away from the core, they twisted and 
turned, sometimes merging into one another, then dividing, multiplying. They arced overhead, below me, left, 
everywhere. If you could slide along them at ninety miles per hour they would have made a fabulous thrill-ride. 
That idea sparked a memory... 
 I once went on the Cyclone at Coney Island during the summer holidays. I was fifteen, a freshman at 
Trueman High where Dad had become Senior Principal. It had been a tough year in class. I'd been okay at 
English, Art and Literature. I was, back then, hopeless at Mathematics (would have been good to have Xander 
back then!) and as for participating in sports…well Bernie though considering my lanky build I'd be good in the 
basketball team. Ginger was a cheerleader and she'd had a word with the Coach. I'd gotten on the team in the 
end thanks to Dad but it was a helter-skelter experience all the same. 

It was while I was on the team I'd bumped (literally) into Mike Burley. Mike's father was a prominent 
engineer at NASA; his elder brother worked for the Atomic Energy Commission. Despite that, Mike was a thug. 
He was Trueman's number one pain in the neck. He excelled at it. And he made my life a farking misery. By the 
end of the summer, I was glad to see the back of school. Just hang about with Bern and Caps and take time to 
get more close to Ginger who I'd fallen in love with ever since I first saw her sitting on a seat waiting for a train on 
the A-line at Valley Stream station. But Mike hounded me even during the holidays. 

One day he, and his girl, Donna Lee, were at Coney. He'd been pushing me ever since I'd made the team 
“by default“.  Felt I was a looser and that punks like me were better left on the side-lines or better still eating 
dirt on the court. Soon as he saw me, he came at me like a bull in a china shop, pushed me to the ground. All I 
could do was take it till Bernie came up with one of his infamous Hebrew insults that got Mike even more 
enraged. He lost control and took a swing at Bern, broke his glasses. However, thankfully, one of the Pleasure 
Parks cops watched the whole thing and before you could say shmegegge he'd bent his arm backwards and 
frog-marched him to the gates, Donna Lee protesting in tow. 

Bernie decided to brighten up my spirits by paying for a ride on the Cyclone. Wish he hadn't. I nearly 
ended up being sick all over Bernie. Second time I went on he and Caps insisted I sat in the front car on my own. 
By time we done the circuit I was heaving my guts and swore I'd never go on another rollercoaster again and 
that next time I'd rather just curl up into a ball and take my pain with Mike. I got back at Mike in the end, 
whupped him real good. First time I ever used my powers for personal gain. Wasn't proud of it then and still 
aren't. I never saw Mike after I went into space for a year becoming involved in the Skrull conflict. Even when I 
periodically returned home, no one in Hempstead knew what happened to him. Even his brother stayed silent, 
never quite recovering from his ordeal thanks to the Yellow Claw. It was as if Mike Burley had literally vanished 
off the face of the Earth. 

How I managed not to be sick when I first flew high above the Manhattan skyline when I got my powers 
was a ^&%$ miracle cause not only did I not throw up, the whole flying thing just instinctively came to me. 
Worldmind once told me that when any prospective Centurion is drafted they're immediately given a crash 
course in subliminal training. Every aspect of handling the Nova Force, defence and offence techniques is 
uploaded into your brain instantly. Corpsmen learn by going through the motions. Sorta like virtual reality. I 
went through the same process back on Xandar when I was eighteen. I had a real hard-ass teacher, can't recall 
his name, Rhys something or other. What I do know he pushed me hard.

Anyway, I'm digressing. Let's get back to the here and now…….
Where I hovered, the nearest tendrils, about forty kilometres wide and fifty or more kilometres distant, 

merged into the vast curving outer walls that, like the outside of the sphere, were made up of inter-locking 
plates. The surface of the plates weren't smooth; the same irregular “rough” surface, thousands of 
geometrical shapes, spires, tubes and patterns I can't even give names too, twisting and turning upon 
themselves, flowing onto the supporting tendrils snaking back to the core. 

The patterns became less distinct as the walls receded further and further away, merging with the ever 
present glow. I could see millions of tracery lines of blue light covering the tendrils. Cracking around the 
tendrils were discharges of energy that looked like lightning. Xander figured it was part of the Sphere's 
Langstron drive. The lightning arced between smaller spheres, I counted about twenty. Maybe there were 
more behind the core, which formed a ring around it. 

Of course while my eyes were taking in the view, my brain was endeavouring to figure out an answer to 
a particularly vital question.

How the fark was I supposed to shut this thing down? 
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Kartel Centre, The Boardroom 

Immediately after taking up his new position as Head of Research and Logistics, Kor spent every second 

absorbing the detailed transcripts his predecessor had made about the nature of the Preons. 
Before knowing what the Preons could do for the Kartel in order to achieve the objective of Project 

Starscream, Kor’s then supervisor, a Ba'vob, was scrutinizing the exotic particles, determine to learn what 
made them tick. That meant months of intense scrutiny analysing the alpha particles collected from the dark 
matter cloud known by some civilisations as the Inkblot. 

Absorbing the information through his newly enhanced namonic implants directly into his forebrain, 
Kor learned just like the Ba'vob that Preon molecules were composed of morphic photoactive matter which 
could interact with neighbouring Preon particles forming clusters. Each cluster then formed a secondary 
cluster comprising of ten sets. The sets them formed another cluster, always in a configuration of ten, so on 
and so on, becoming an near infinite fractal that was truly beautiful to look at.

Futurists had conceived the conceptuality of quantum life; life without organic components. They 
theorised that if such life existed it would have to exist in the cold depths of space, deep within vast clouds of 
interstellar dust. Cold was an essential requirement. Cold created the necessary environment to maintain a 
perfect coherent quantum state. And here they were, Preons, quantum life and yet were they intelligent? That 
was another thing to determine  along the way.  

Kor knew that early on the Kartel had taken the concept of quantum life very seriously. They had 
undertaken considerable time to search out viable sources where Preons could conceivably exist; even going 
to the point of creating subtle deceptions to obtain them. 

Yet as the project had continued and the Ba'vob had repeatedly questioned the moral ethics the way 
his research was being utilised by the Kartel, its gestalt pleas had become tiresome and in the end had resulted 
in one inevitable outcome.

Kor however put aside his own moral convictions, too preoccupied to learn more in order to determine 
if the Preons were indeed intelligent.

Each cluster regulated magnetic flow in a symphony of complex pulses that Kor perceived as 
counterintuitive activity. And as Kor watched them create more fantastic shapes and forms, almost but not 
quite through mimicry, often without any external prompting, the only conclusion Kor could conceive that he 
felt the Ba'vob had himself concluded months earlier was that Preons did have rudimentary intelligence. And 
that meant Preons could be prompted to create things to the very designs and dark purposes that the Kartel 
wanted. 

And what the Kartel wanted....was a weapon of near universal mass destruction.  
It was no surprise for Kor to learn that the Kartel had found a practical solution to utilize their 

uniqueness. Scale too was not a hindrance. Four months on, Kor watched as the Core was manoeuvred into 
position, occupying the heart of a nearby gas cloud. The Kartel had procured Korbinite technology to create a 
self-sustaining energy source to feed the Preons, for Kor learned that Preons absorbed specific radiation 
wavelengths - found mostly in the heart of massive stars, solar winds cascading across the gulfs of space into 
the depths of the dark matter clouds where they originated from. 

Yet the Core which would itself become the heart of the Sphere required intelligence, a processing 
capacity to direct the Preons as Kor could not rely on their own rudimentary hive-mind, to tell them exactly 
what the Kartel wanted them to do. What they wanted them to destroy...or create. 

 It was no surprise the Kartel was able to supply the means for that too. When Kor first learned about the 
nature of the intelligence they intended to utilise, Kor had felt truly small for the first time in his long life. It was 
the final proof that he was now employed by individuals whose purpose and ambitions truly awed and yet also 
frightened him beyond comprehension. 

Once the intelligence was housed, it took a few days for the Preons to reconfigure the structure of the 
gas cloud into a perfect Sphere four thousand kilometres wide. The gas molecules were interlaced with 
Korbinite technology, compatible to Core Tech. When the first test was conducted on Procyon Five; the small 
brown dwarf was converted into a pulsar, the star's core collapsed into a spinning singularity emitting two jets 



of superheated plasma. 
The event was observed through the Preons themselves;  Kor converting photonic activity into visual 

images allowing the Board to see what the Preon's perceived of the ever shifting reality around them. 
Through those same conduits the Board observed now in real time the Preon constructs engaging the 

Centurion. They had seen him apply both physical and gravimetrical assaults of the various constructs the 
Preons had fashioned through Kor's terminal. 

At one point the Centurion had pierced a constructs' skin. The Preon matrix has responded sealing the 
wound but the act had proven fortuitous. The data the Preons extracted flowed into Kor's terminal giving him 
insight into the present genetic make-up of the Centurion's bio-form. The energy profile was extraordinary. 
And there was something else. The Preons had detected a separate form nestled within the bio-form, a 
quantum intelligence of Xandarian design, the same race the Kartel had deceived to gain the initial samples - a 
gestalt that in many ways shared too close similarities with the Preons themselves. 

That had been forty minutes ago. Presently Kor was tracking the Centurion's journey within the 
Sphere. One screen showing the present positive of the Centurion relative to the Core while the remainder 
showed live-feed of the Centurion navigating through the filaments, his progressed tracked by Preon 
photoactive cells that despite the presence of the Xandarian matrix had remained undetected.  

“How far?” Sire Oral enquired.  
“Currently twelve thousand kilometres from core outer perimeter.” Kor confirmed without looking up 

from the holographic display. “Interspatial defences have been primed. At present velocity I estimate he'll 
reach the barrier in less than five minutes. I have detected an unusual resonance permeating the barrier 
harmonics….compensating to counter act and boost integrity.” 

“Source?”
“From the Core, Founder. It commenced some forty three minutes after the Centurion breached the 

Sphere's parameter threshold.”
“It is part of the defensive mechanism?” a board member asked. 
“No.”, Kor replied. “I believe the wave is stimuli generated by part of the Core's fractal sub-

consciousness.”
“Involuntary activity? Surely the inhibitors are operational?” Sire Odal enquired. 
“They are working well within optimum limits Sire but even so I believe it's some latent form of 

communication. And the intended recipient is the Centurion.”
“Do what you must to maintain containment. The project has reached a critical phase. And so has your 

contract Kor. 
Kor glanced back at the screens, the Centurion was close now. Trepidation filled his mind yet also 

curiosity. For he'd detected something in Odal's voice he has not ever heard before.  
A hint of worry, a hint of fear...
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Cerebral Log/ Richard J. Rider – Entry 32.10/89 CMO/UDI Alpha Rider One  
Inside the Sphere...

I was nearing the sphere's core. I couldn't fly straight as an arrow to the core, I had to twist and turn and weave 

up and down and around the tendrils. One minute I had clear space, the tendrils, now thicker, hundreds of 
kilometres wide, veering away and the next, several slender branches about twenty kilometres wide would 
suddenly converge of my flight path, reducing the space between them by a few kilometres. 

Okay you may think I had enough “comet-tail” to spare but remember the lightning? I had to duck and 
dive around that too; great arcs of plasma well over two thousand degrees. Xander had substituted the 
hydrogen-alpha filters for smart-ware photochromatic liquid lenses which the nanos extruded over my eyes 
ensuring I didn't get affected by the omni-directional strobes of light which illuminated the sphere's vast 
interior. They also compensated for ever changing variations in the ultraviolet/infrared spectrum.

Xander told me that the tendrils were all part of the Sphere's power systems; it created a huge artificial 
gravitational bubble around the Sphere, making sure it stayed in geo-solar orbit and didn't get overcome by 
the star's own gravitational field otherwise it would have fallen into the photosphere. 



I glanced at one of the “smaller” spheres that formed a necklace around the core; small being a glass-
like globe around about one hundred and fifty kilometres wide. On my HUD, I zoomed in on the “nearest”.  I 
could see black clouds swirling inside.   

What's inside them?
Hydrogen, Argon, Krypton, Iron…constituted stellar plasma taken from several dozen viable 

stars…
So we've found our Star Starker. 
The extraction process would create helio-senomic shockwaves.  
Which caused the abnormal geo-solar activity that buffeted Delvedia. Okay. I buy that but what's all this 

for? 
I think we're inside a duplicate of a Celestial stellar converter. After the Creation Event, thirteen 

billion years ago, the first second of this universe's existence was a mass of high energised plasma which 
expanded and cooled. Ten seconds later a process called inflation caused the newborn universe to expand 
exponentially. Over the next several seconds the first elementary particles formed: leptons, quarks, 
gravitons...

That make up the Nova Force?
Give the guy another gold star! 
I had to alter my trajectory; my flight path suddenly got blocked as successive arcs of plasma suddenly 

enveloped the space around me. I saw the discharges were coming from the underside of two of the nearest 
translucent spheres. 

The energy was directed outwards to a large fan-like structure that looked like coral fronds protruding 
from two primary supporting tendrils supporting the core. The fronds were actually glowing red, absorbing the 
energy and drawing it into the core. 

My phasic shield held and thankfully the arcs momentarily subsided. It was quite clear there was a 
definite cyclic pattern to the discharges. I figured the whole system acted like transformers, drawing energy 
from the polar spheres to feed the preons then the residual energy left undigested was siphoned away, not 
wasted but feed back into the primary power relays keeping the whole device constantly ticking over. 

I flew underneath the necklace and continued flying towards the core, my mind still reeling to the sheer 
scale of the environment around me. 

Sorry. Go on Xandar. 
During this time balance between matter and anti-matter was established. The field cooled and 

condensed into dark matter which forms two thirds of universal structure. Gravimetric energy played its 
part but n-Model simulations showed gravity could't have done it all, it needed an extra push so the new 
universe could expand in order to support life.... 

The Celestials used Preons to jump start the universe? 
Creation myths form an integral part of many cultures Richie. No one thinks the Celestials were 

solely responsible; they defiantly had their hands in the linen basket though. Whoever it was, it was 
necessary. It hadn't happened things would have been decidedly scary... 

How scary? 
The Universe would have been a closet under the stairs, a lightless universe with no suns, no life. 
So the Celestials are out of towners like Annihilus? Thor told me they were enigmas just like the Watchers. 

So what's powering all this? Stars… 
That's right. Plasma energy scooped from photospheres and siphoned into bipolar generators. The 

energy is directed through the central processing core and transferred to the gestation nodes to nourish 
Preon particles. The particles are then released back through ionised jet streams and allowed to drift back 
down into another star to start the cycle again. But ultimately a star can't take the beating. Its self 
destructs, a premature supernova. 

Then we better hurry and stop this thing otherwise the Delvedians don't have a chance. 

******

Something snagged me. 

Something actually snagged me as I was nearing the core; the reddish glow was now so intense it hurt 
my eyes to look at it so Xander had placed beta-hydrogen filters over my eyes.



 I glanced around and at first I expected to see more Drones but that wasn't what I saw. What I saw were 
several dozen sinuous forms; long black/silver snaking cables of the same material that made up the tendrils. 
The ends were circular concentric circles that opened and closed forming a “gap” out of which I could see finer 
filaments protruding with vicious like edges. They looked like lampreys. 

The lampreys were entwining around my body, generating some kinda traction field to hold me in 
place while their filaments were probing to breech the phasic shield. I used a low-yield gravimetric pulse to 
scatter them far and wide, arching my body as I did then turning and resuming my course to the Core. 

I turned and stopped. Shoals of lampreys were “swimming” towards me; their sleek sinuous bodies 
contracting from left to right. They came at me in all directions and I found it a bit of an irony that despite the 
vast space I was occupying I felt boxed in, cornered. I used the field again. Again the waves were beaten back 
but again I felt resistance as they modulated their traction field. I felt the feedback building and then….

Xander's proximity sensors went off the scale; several dozen of the lampreys had fused together, 
utilizing the same methods as the automata, adapting, merging into a new form to try and counter my 
offensive actions. 

These thicker guys entwined around me like a boa constrictor but they didn't try to squeeze me to 
death….they yanked me back, away from the core…using my speed and velocity to propel me against one the 
nearest anchoring tendrils. I felt the impact as I and the lampreys slammed against it. They were in a frenzy 
exploring the surface of my armour, trying to find weak spots, trying to breach it. 

The lampreys had morphed into even stronger cables, I tried to resist but the cables held me fast. Their 
tensile strength was amazing. I'd dented the Drones in close combat and these things were made of the exact 
same stuff. But the individual Preons making up the lampreys had the same adaptive properties of Kevlar. 

In theory, they would have been equally tough. My own armour has similar properties to Kevlar: able to 
absorb residual kinetic force in synch with the phasic shield, stop medium range energy particle beams from 
causing damage…but like any body armour it still isn't one hundred percent effective. 

I can still get extreme injury from something called blunt force trauma. The effects of bullets, particle 
beams or being hit against a very large rock face at one hundred miles per second can be lessened to some 
extreme but I can still suffer from broken bones, contusions, severe bruising…and the armour itself is still 
susceptible to damage if inflicted in rapid succession. Annihilus breeched my armour with ease; he had a lot of 
raw power on tap; relying heavily on his Cosmic Control Rod, augmenting the energy he'd tapped from the 
Quantum Bands and stolen Power Cosmic from Heralds he'd drained dry like a lake in the middle of a never 
ending heat wave. 

When Phyla Vell deprived him of the bands, that evened the score… and when I realized he'd used a lot 
of his Power Cosmic reserves to survive Galactus' temper tantrum…well, despite the hell of amount of pain I 
was in, gave me the chance to exploit the only weak spot in his armour; his mouth! Plunging my fist down his 
throat wasn't a pretty experience. That slime was really gross and it smelt badly like rotten eggs! 

Before I'd finished my reminiscence of my “moment of glory”; to my horror the surface of the anchor 
bucked and heaved. More filaments rose up, melding with the ones ensnaring me, tying me down like Gulliver 
pinning my arms and legs to the curving surface. The Liliputians made not have had squeaky voices and bad 
dress sense but they were small, tough and hungry. The blocks had done their best so far but now I opened my 
mouth to utter a slight cry of pain and frustration; again I'm being delayed…

And then something else happened…
The area around me lit up. I felt energy coursing through me, flowing though the lampreys, through the 

shield, they'd found a weak spot, probably a microfracture that the suit's nanites hadn't sealed. They'd 
touched the surface of my skin, passed the epidermal layer, slithered through blood vessels and now they were 
in my mind. 

You're here….Now, witness…… 

First, Darkness. Cold. Lifeless. No light. Nothing. Just black. And then light, so bright it hurt my eyes! 

Are they my eyes? 
Time passes. 
I see no stars. Just swirling little pin-points of light zipping around here and there, so fast they make me 

a snail in comparison. I reach out to one and for a moment it settles on the palm of my hand. And then it files up 



and heads towards a large cloud of particles, twisting and turning. 
Time passes. 
Inside I can see vast clumps of heavy stuff: helium, carbon and silicon forming the first super-structures 

of the new universe. Super-massive black holes surrounded by discs of glowing gases; the gas falls periodically 
down the event horizon and gets blasted out in tight concentrated beams making it look like a lighthouse 
against eternal night. I can see large ring-like structures around the glowing disc.

 I can see shapes in the clouds. I used to do that with Ginger, there on top of a small grassy knoll in 
Lakeview park; we'd lie there on the grass, quite still, looking at the drifting clouds against a blue sky, the sun 
warming our faces. 

There! See that one? It looks kinda like the Statue of Liberty's torch! What about that one Rich, that one 
over there? She points and I see a large cloud; you see that one? I swear that one looks like Mickey Mouse. Yeah 
it's got big round ears! But I hope that one next door isn't Mrs Mouse because I hate to think what's gonna 
happen when they merge! We laugh and I turn to her and we kiss; our first kiss…and I see a sparkle in her eyes…

Time flows on. 
It isn't dark anymore, I can see stars, the first stars, blue hypergiants, so bright. And I can see them now; 

they're big. Really big! Complex armour more advanced than my own. Multi-coloured hues and ridges. 
They're forming machines, massive spheres like the one I'm now inside which dwarf even them. They're 

making them by drawing particulate matter from the environment around them using the power of the blue 
hypergiants. 

And they're focusing the energy into -- yes, I see it, a large white circle in the distance, its even bigger, 
ten of thousands of kilometres wide and inside

 I can see a star-field. Another Universe! The stars are also blue. Cyan and Silver. Really beautiful. Like 
Samaya's eyes. Samaya? 

Next thing I know I'm travelling towards the circle. I look back and for the first time I can see my/our 
hands. They're not my hands! Gold surrounded by strips of blue and etched in white…and I hear (my/his/our) 
alien thoughts. 

They're whispering to me.
 They tell me I'm ancient! That I helped make the first stars! That I was born in the depths of dark matter 

fields that swept from the primal cauldron of omni-creation, from the very heart of the multiverse!
 I can see each one! Each Universe! Like pearls in a necklace. Each one unique! Some are old, getting 

ready to face their own Big Crunch or expand into infinity. Some are still very new, just like the one I'm heading 
into. They don't touch, the pearls, there's a (brane/gap!) Unending darkness that some of us fear. 

Something moves in the darkness, older than me/I/us. They move like a cloud of black flies attracted by 
the machines – the spheres. 

 I watch as my brothers drawn raw nascent energy again from the newly born stars, focus the energy 
into the machines; they also focus the dark particles which are alive and they tell them they need to create a 
new kind of star and they do, its yellow instead of blue and I know now that its the star outside, how old it really 
is.

Time passes.  
Planets have formed around the yellow star. The fourth one out will serve as a crucible but at the 

moment it's still frozen, looks like a massive white billiard ball hanging in space! But the plan hasn't gone the 
way they/WE/US wanted. The rumours abound. The Others aren't what they seem, they serve a different plan. 

Different Gods. 
Rich…++++++can you… 
God, pain! I'm suddenly howling in pain! It hurts so much!! They've done something to me/us. I'm now 

flying, no crashing towards the fourth planet, surface covered in white ice. I glance back and see my two 
brothers looking but they can't do anything! I feel my mind tearing apart and it hurts so much! 

I wish I had been there! 
I wish I could have saved you….all of you, when Xandar burned.
I wish I  I….OH GOD…IT HURTS! 

*****



I felt my strength being taken away. The feeling was almost the same when Annihilus had tried to take the 

Nova Force from me. That had been a painful experience and this was also a painful experience. My mind was 
still reeling from…what? What the hell had I seen? Where were those images coming from? They'd started the 
moment the alien energy had began tapping into me. But it didn't take an Einstein to figure out that I'd 
somehow connected with some intelligence inside the Core. Whatever it is, it wasn't just tapping into my mind; 
it had been attacking Xander too. We were both hurting.

I had to act. I summoned my strength and flexed my arm muscles, I tried lifting them off the surface of 
the tendril but the lampreys wrapped around my mid-section tighter. I could see tracery lines of white energy 
flowing though them; they weren't taking my Nova Force in huge amounts, the flow was steady, sedate. I lifted 
my head; it was still free so I could turn it to the left. I decided to concentrate on one arm at a time.  
 I summoned every iota of strength I had, focused it and with one quick defining thrust I lifted my arms 
up…felt my biceps tighten…the filaments began to tighten and tried to make me lower my arm back but I just 
gritted my teeth and kept pushing….kept pushing….kept pushing….  

The filaments snapped. 
They floated away in the zero-gee; black snakes writhing, sparks of energy spewing from where I'd 

broken them. I had to be quick now because next I had to deal with the lampreys ensnaring my mid-section. 
Worse, the filaments that had broken away were morphing, circling back, endeavouring to ensnare me all over 
again.

I channel a collimated beam through my left hand. The beam pushed away the lampreys, their forms 
running like oil as gravimetric energy hit them. 

I knew I had to act quickly. I now reached over and began to pull at the filaments holding down my right 
hand. The corner of my left eye kept glancing at the Preon particles making up the lampreys…just as before 
they were beginning to reform. Yay! Other hand free! Again the filaments tried to re-attached themselves but I 
extended a gravity shield around me while I bent forward and ripped the remaining filaments from around my 
legs. They actually pierced my armour in several places but the nanites had already made the necessary repairs 
and sealed the holes shut. 

I gathered my strength and flew the rest of the distance to the core barrier. I hovered in front of the 
barrier, less than a few meters above its curving surface. Xandar was speaking to me now but his voice wasn't 
crystal clear, more a whisper. 

The barrier is a fluctuating plasma/ion composite held in place by a gravimetric field. 
If it's surrounded by a gravimetric field then I can disrupt it.  
If you apply enough power you may cause reflective feedback, allowing us to get in.

 I reached out and for a moment I was a bit hesitant. The barrier shifted back and forth like waves 
crashing on a summer beach. Despite how wafer thin it looked I saw the levels of energy flowing though it on 
my HUD. I placed my palms millimetres above the barrier. 

Nova Force flowed out in a tightly coherent energy pulse. I felt the feedback. The surge flowed around 
the gravimetric bubble; designed to keep the barrier in a uniformal state twenty kilometres above the Core 
surface. Now it suddenly found itself twisting out of shape. 

The surface began to glow white; not natural light as the plasma itself, just like the lightning cracking 
over the tendrils, contained no light emitting protons. The glow was only perceivable through the filter. I could 
feel heat coming off the surface of the barrier. The energy curtain obscured the core in a waving haze. Like a 
mirage

The field parted. I'd expected the force field to be a lot tougher, hard going to penetrate considering 
how important the Core was to control the Sphere and yet it gave way. The gap wasn't big but more than 
enough for me to pass through. 

As soon as I passed through the field re-knit itself back together. Good for me as it kept the Lampreys at 
bay for the moment. I'd been thinking how to disable the Core.

 It was way bigger than any vessel in the Wave Flotilla. Some of those I'd taken out by literally ripping 
right through them; sending a concentrated beam of Nova Force to disrupt the outer hull plating then 
smashing my way through, rendering decks open to airless space, exposing vital systems.

 The Force wake would surge through the ship to disrupt the anti-matter ion field surrounding the ship's 
massive internal reactors; causing a catastrophic China Syndrome situation. By time the reaction started I'd 
smashed my way through to the other side. Seconds later the whole vessel would exploded from within; metal 



and drones and crew  blasting out into space. The explosions were pretty spectacular but I'd be safe well 
outside the blast radius heading to the next ship in line. Kamikase pilots used the same technique in World War 
Two; they'd fly their planes into American ships on the South China Sea and die in the process. At least I 
survived to fight another day. 
  The glassy surface looked brittle so I figured I'd just break my way in. But how to deal with a Celestial 
mind that all force and no physical substance? 

Like fighting a cloud. 
Or a Dream. 
Xander advised me to land on one of the interlocking plates. Okay then, happy to oblige. The partly 

transparent plates were made of some kinda glass; fused silicates, arranged in a repeating series of octagons 
separated by lines of some denser black material. The red glare was quite intense. I could see the bases of 
several large anchoring tendrils which trailed all the way to the Sphere's inner walls. I could see huge tubes, 
larger versions of the filaments, covering them. They glowed with pure white light with a hint of blue; plasma 
Xander told me, taken from the stars the Sphere has lifted, added to the vast helio-plasma vessels that hung a 
thousand kilometres above my head
  I looked at the black strip edging the two huge plates, thirty kilometres square. Struts surround every 
plate that forms the core's outer surface. I stood on one strip, over a mile wide, getting “narrower” as it recedes 
towards the curving horizon. There was a v-shaped groove running down its centre; about quarter of a 
kilometre wide. It didn't run true; every so often I could see large domed features that interrupted it. Linkage 
points They actually looked like the heads of huge screws! I had to laugh. I was standing on a glass sphere 
constructed from Celestial mechano……

You think I can prize open these plates? 
Try it Rich. I mean you can bench-press planets these days – these should be a problem. 
Yeah I could but let's take this easy for once.  Collimated Beam, tight focus, left hand. 
I started to cut. I focused the beam of pure white Nova Force into the first designated target point. Just 

below the screw-head. One minute and thirty second bursts. 
The first one was reasonably easy. The alloy began to buckle and crack, micro fissures which had 

formed when the alloy had been manufactured, created billion of years ago…imperfections that in all truth 
shouldn't have been there since the Celestials had a pretty perfect rep. Maybe the additional tinkering by our 
unseen enemy had upset the egg basket, exposing the fractures…if so why hadn't they noticed? Maybe they'd 
been in a hurry to perfect the Sphere as a fully functioning weapon of mass destruction…maybe they had 
noticed and simply assumed that no one would ever breech the Sphere's interior…by-passing the elaborate 
security systems or even detect the Sphere in the first place. Whoever they were they'd been lucky so far, using 
the thing to destabilize stars while we'd been preoccupied in the War. Well no one can be lucky that long. In the 
end luck ultimately runs out….And I should know considering I've been unlucky a lot of times in my twenty-six 
year old life. 

The beam must've penetrated the core's inner space cause the thing shook all of a sudden. I felt a 
distinct tremor beneath my boots. Had I hit the Celestial? That's assuming it had a physical form at all. Did I 
cause it pain? Did I really care? Thing was the Celestial mind was controlling the Sphere on the behalf of 
whoever was behind the scenes and right now outside a huge star was going to explode, 
implode…whatever…..it would affect the Delvedians, Peter, billions of lives, lives that needed to be saved. 

The second breech was also done in quick time. This time, I saw red light erupt from out of the hole, 
followed by a lot more as hairline cracks appeared between the two holes I'd surgically cut into the Core's outer 
casing. 

It was at that point as I'd began to cut the final hole which if Xander was right would cause a 
discorporation breech along the seal…..that suddenly something screwy happened. The red energy passed 
through my phasic shield. Worse through my armour! 

Not again! 
I felt a warm sensation, like lying in a bath of hot water. Xander told me not to worry. I couldn't 

understand why! Cause I was farking worried!  It told me to continue cutting. And then: 
I was somewhere else. 

*****



 I was standing in a living room of a house. 

Brown lined wallpaper, wooden panels running underneath to the skirting boards, pictures on the wall, 
a big friendly sofa. Coffee table with a vase of flowers, star shaped red petals with a yellow centre, a newspaper 
half open. Crossword half completed.

 I picked up the newspaper and skimmed through it. Most of the words were written in mathematical 
symbols. Celestial cuneiforms like the writing I'd seen on the Heliocyle. I glanced at the pictures on the wall. 
They showed gas clouds, stars, huge planets and things that looked like tiny spheres colliding into one another. 
I saw the symbols too, repeated over and over again. They formed patterns in the wooden frames, black wood 
with gold inlays. 

The room was well lit from the light coming outside. It had a red/orange tint to it, like as if the sun was 
setting outside and the orb was illuminating the whole room in one exceptional summer sunset. I dropped the 
newspaper back down on the table and went over and peered through the glass; but all I could see was the 
light. No houses. No trees. Just light. I heard a sound coming from the room next door. The kitchen. I could 
smell something cooking. 

“Xander?”
I heard no answer. I tried speaking with Xander again. Again no answer. Maybe Xander was still 

recuperating from the virtual attack…or unless something here was interfering with the neural gnomonic link. 
Something had definitely happened to me. 

What the fark was going on?  
As I walked around my mind made the mental connection, I knew this space. It was the front room of 

my family’s home back on Earth on Long Island except the decor wasn't what my Dad had done. 
Then I heard footsteps. 
Some “thing” walked down the stairs. 
It didn’t have any shape to begin with, just a mass of white light but as it came down the stairs the light 

began to take on a definite human-shaped form, female too. 
At first I thought I was going to see Ginger, that time back on Long Island was still reeling around inside 

my head but no, the features the alien light being adopted were more mature. Hair grey/white. “ She” wore a 
red cardigan and blue denim trousers, a gold bracelet around her left wrist, a small crystal star  embedded into 
it, glinting from the orange light that streamed through the kitchen windows which normally looked out onto 
the rear garden. Her feet reached the final step and she walked across the carpet to where I was standing; her 
eyes locked onto me. 

 Standing in front of me was my Mom. But it wasn’t. 
“I've been waiting“, she said. “Sit down. Make yourself comfortable.”
I didn't reply. 
“Oh, you're still standing there. Please take a seat.”
She indicated a chair with her left hand. On the table in front of the chair were two china cups, freshly 

brewed pot of coffee and freshly baked coconut cookies with chocolate chips. She sat down in the empty chair 
on the other side of the coffee table.

“I'm sure you're feeling very hungry. You haven't eaten anything today have you?” 
I sat in the chair and took my helmet off. She looked like my “Mom“, acted like my “Mom“. Her voice 

even had the same vocal nuances yet the person looking at me wasn't her. I didn't perceive any threat.  
“Who are you? 
“Do you want a drink with your cookie?” 
“Yeah coffee, black. No sugar.” 
She poured some coffee into the cup nearest to me. I tried to sense Xander was with me. I felt nothing.  
“I can tell you're anxious and bewildered Richard but you're perfectly safe. “
“You're reading my mind? I can feel it. Any other tricks I need to be aware off before I let down my 

guard?” 
“No. There is nothing to fear.” 
“Then what about Xander? Why can't I…”
“Eat your cookie.”
I took a bite. 
 “Good?”



“It's good, not as good as my real Mom's. Sorry, just being honest. So who are you? 
“I am an Avatar. I've accessed your memories and your artificial intelligences' gnomonic 

wetware to create a form and environment that would be familiar to you. While I use it, it cannot 
communicate with you but it will be safe. I hope you don't take exception to this. I speak on behalf of 
the consciousness of Areshema the Progenitor.”

 “So you are a Celestial! Why are you trying to destroy this star, you know you'll kill all the people on 
Delvedia! Don't you care? 

“ It is…complicated…..” 
“Oh I love complicated. Try me…!” 
“You must understand that my form/function has been compromised. I have known about 

stars since the end of the Dark Time, and this star more than any other. Yet harmony has been 
replaced by discord. I am in pain, it is most disconcerting. “

“You're in pain? I didn't think Celestials felt pain.”
“No. Richard, we don't feel “pain”. Nor any other sensations that bio-forms like you feel. We 

deprived ourselves of such esoteric impulses millennia ago. Sometimes I/we consider if that was an 
inaccuracy. In many ways I/we envy your kind. But to answer your question, I experience…unease. 
That I believe is the appropriate nomenclature.” 

“I saw images in my mind, billions of years ago. I saw Celestials…” 
“I/we apologize for the initial interfacing. No harm was intended. It can be a traumatic 

experience Richard Rider. Many corporeal entities rarely survive the experience without succumbing 
to psychosis. Your mind's uniqueness shielded you. I/we gave you a momentary glimpse into my/our 
past. It was a long time ago Richard. My function/form was compromised. “

“What was your designated purpose?”
“I/we carried the seeds of new life. Protoplasmic energy suspended, containing the myriad of 

ages past, waiting to be born. I/we were the hope of the Celestials; to re-new our cycle. To create the 
canvas that would lay the foundations for a verdant new universe, lifeless and yet waiting for life to 
begin, to multiply, to shape.”

“So you carried the genetic material the Celestials used to seed planets? You're some kinda Mother 
Celestial?”

“I/we was a Progenitor. It was my purpose/designation. My purpose was compromised. It 
was their will. Their desire….

“I don't understand…someone enslaved you?”
“They are ruthless. You know them as the Kartel. They stole the ideas and recreated a Sphere 

but they are not the enemy. The Kartel are ancient but the enemy are far, far older. 
“Who are they?” 
“We call them the Others. We/I/us exist in the embrace of Eternity, they exist in the unending 

darkness that Entropy spawns between universes, they are the servants of the Elder Gods, the ones 
that we battled before this Universe was born. But they risked decimation. One of the multiverses 
had reached the end of its finite existence. As heat death took control, they had to find a way to 
survive. They found a way. They breeched the brane that surrounded our reality, our universe and 
interfaced with our collective. We recognised their potential, utilized them to our own purposes.” 

“You mean the Preons don't you?” 
“The Preons are a part of their substance - the thinking skin and muscle of a race of entities 

that you would find hard to perceive on your level of consciousness. The Others offered part of their 
physicality as a gift for liberating them from obliteration. We adapted their molecular structure, their 
template became our greatest acquisition. However as the stars began to bloom and illuminate the 
endless infinite the Celestials realized we/I/us had made a mistake.”

“A mistake? Jeez! That's pretty hard to believe…considering how you've used Preons so much to make 
what's out there….what went wrong?“

“Despite the modifications we introduced, the Others' own intrinsic properties remained 
intact. The Light Host did not realize/ conceive the potentiality of the folly until it was too late. By 
then we/I/us had utilised the Preons to stabilize your reality. My/our function was manipulated to 
serve their requirements. The planet became the crucible. The cycle would have began but I was 
torn from my physical form by the Kartel - my mind separated from the physical envelope. 



And so those that remained bided their time, using what lingering power they had before 
rendering themselves into a state of sleep, to ensure the race seeds that had been extracted and 
tampered with would serve them. They waited, knowing that part of them also ventured to those 
within the Kartel itself, ensuring one day they would become one. But we/I/us knew, knew that some 
random element would arise to ensure that the Others would never gain dominion, some Force 
would evolve that would match the Others - ensure they would never complete their cycle. That is 
why it is most important you act.”

I looked surprised. 
“I take it the planet you're talking about is Delvedia. And that you mean the Nova Force can defeat the 

Others? Then that means you knew I would come here one day. That really freaks me out! How much do you 
know?” 

“Everything there is to know. And what has happened up to this point. And what will transpire 
after you leave for which you have Areshema's gratitude. A concept that….

Areshema paused, Mom’s light form began to flicker and around the edge of my peripheral vision I saw 
the front room began to grow darker. 

I/we have to go now. The cycle is coming to its conclusion, the chains are becoming tighter – 
you must..”

My Mom stood up and walked back to the stairs. Her face was creased in pain. 
“Wait! There's more that I...”
 “It's time. The cycle is nearly completed……”
“What? You mean what's happening to the Oracle? What…”
“The Others and the Oracle have a special symbiosis Richard. They once feared eradication. 

It's something they wish to ensure never happens again.” 
“Can't you stop what's happening to the Oracle?”
“No. You can try but I fear it is far too late. But if you fail whatever happens, save them. Save 

the Isali They did not deserve to be tainted; they deserve to merge with my being, that is what we 
would have promised. If we...”  

“Mom” clutched her head again…
“Hey are you….?”
Richie? You back yet?! 
I was suddenly back, standing on the strut. I shook my head trying to clear away imaginary cobwebs. 
Xander? You back online? 
I've been here all the time. That was quite a ride. 
You saw it all?
Saw yes but I could not speak, something was using me as a conduit to communicate.  
Yeah, the Celestial, or more exactly the mind of a Celestial that the Kartel integrated into this monstrosity 

as a brain! It's called Areshema. She's in pain...
I can't register any presence Rich; I think she left a present though. My core data cache has expanded 

– data that wasn't there before but popped in after you're bit in the twilight zone
She told me a lot of things. A lot things that I…..that I….
Talk later Rich, something's changed. There's a rise in power fluctuations from the core. I think when 

you breached it you broke something that should have been left well alone! 
We need to get out of here! 
I took flight and headed as fast as I could away from the heaving core surface. The barrier parted in front 

of me. I knew now that it was the Celestial that had parted the barrier beforehand, not me. I knew now that it 
had wanted to communicate. That it had anticipated my presence. That there was far more at stake than I 
could ever possibly conceive. 

Heck! What was I saying? Did I really believe what the Celestial had said. That I was part of some big 
game of tag and no one till now had bothered to tell me that I was it? I. I didn't know what to believe. It was way 
over my head. I got the impression that the Avatar wanted to tell me a lot more but couldn't. Perhaps all the 
answers were contained in that illusive data-dump Xander was analysing. I could see clusters of Lampreys 
spewing through the gap. I used multiple gravimetric bursts to disrupt them, component atoms floating away. 
I flew through them, Xander boosting my phasic shield. 



On my HUD I saw cracks had spread over one third of the core's surface. Chunks of the semi-
transparent panels floated away…the energies poured out. The cracks reached the base of one of the main 
supporting tendrils. They travelled upwards and ruptured the plasma conduits that entwined on the tendril's 
surface. 

Surges of white plasma blasted outwards, buckling the tendril. It vibrated, twisted and tore free from 
the core. The whole thing began to swing towards me. I have to dive down as the vast tubular structure, slowly 
passed overhead… 

The leading edge ruptured several of the gestation nodes, freeing the particles inside. They poured out 
of the broken nodes, clumping together into a large ever changing black cloud, illuminated against the ruby 
hued energy pouring from the breeched core. Where the tendril had been affixed to the core….the surface was 
a nimbus of energy. The composite was absorbing the energy surges and endeavouring to re-patch the hole 
with newly formed tri-bonded composite. The other tendrils now took up the tension, endeavouring to 
stabilize the now vibrating core. 
  On the HUD I saw the cloud drift towards the breeched core. Other tendrils had endeavoured to try and 
stabilize the core. Vast bulges rose on their surfaces and from them additional tendrils, about fifteen to twenty 
kilometres wide, larger versions of the Lampreys, began to wrap themselves around the Core, endeavouring 
to seal the breeches. They didn't prevent the cloud from passing into the Core. The last lingering traces 
disappeared from view, swallowed by the reddish swirl of energies. At first it seemed the Sphere's own self-
repair systems were gaining the upper hand. But then, another plasma surge erupted on the far side of the 
core, on its southern hemisphere. It blasted outwards, a ring of white, super-hot plasma. 

The cracks must have spread over the pole, out of my viewpoint, and continued spreading, causing 
wider fractures. Another large tendril parted company. Again I saw plasma surge and again the self-repair 
systems endeavoured to kick in. Above the core, the large white energy reservoirs containing the stolen 
energies of how many stars began to swing violently. One of them cracked open. Leaked plasma spewed out 
like a fountain. 
  By now I had made it to one of the portals. I wanted out. I generated a level one gravimetric burst and 
blasted the “door” open. Xander re-activated the hydrogen-alpha filters and gravity shields as I flew back up 
the inter-connecting vent, a few kilometres of tunnel which lead back to the Sphere's surface. 

Space was a welcome site. Then I saw the Oracle.

******

The whole star looked sick. The strip had now grown into a ring five hundred kilometres wide encircling the 

star within the chromosphere. The whole thing was bathed in a plasma field well over twenty thousand 
degrees Kelvin, that's cool compared to the corona which could reach hot spots in excess of one million 
degrees. And yet the Preons didn't seem bother by the extreme heat at all. 

I looked closer and saw the ring was actually sparkling as electrons and ions passed over the ring surface 
into the upper levels of the corona. The ring orbited over both poles so visually it looked as if some magician 
was slowly cutting the star in half; a great big black line…..except where the ring passed over each pole I could 
see vast plasma waves looping up into the corona and back down through the ring. 

The Oracle's surface was now a notable shade of red; partly due to the fact the chromosphere was rich 
in hydrogen. Hydrogen signatures register at the infra-red end of the spectrum. Through the H-A filter, I 
watched as hydrogen was being drawn into the ring. The process was incredibly fast and furious. Xander told 
me that the ring was absorbing over twenty-eight million tons of hydrogen every second…..and it was 
accelerating.

Normally nuclear fusion would covert it to helium to fuel the star…at a rate of four million tones per 
second, that's the equivalent of nine million Hiroshimas exploding simultaneously every second…but the 
Preons were adapting the process. I had to find out what they were doing.  

Huge prominences arced up and away from the surface into the corona. Lighter material was drifting 
out past the F-coronal band being jettisoned into space as fast wind. From what I could see most of the matter 
was pretty dense, the star's gravity constricting it into fountains of plasma which rained back down onto the 
photosphere as if some unruly kid was splattering the star with scolding hot white paint. I could also make out 
sunspots. I lost count of how many clusters I could see; each one well over four, maybe six thousand kilometres 
wide; big enough to swallow Earth whole.  It was an awesome sight. 



Then something unexpected happened. The star flickered. For a few seconds the whole thing became 
hazy. I flew ten thousand kilometres away from the Sphere glancing at it via the HUD. Plasma was venting 
from the Sphere in several places.

 Then I saw the vast thing begin to move. It began to drift closer to the star. I turned around and watched 
it with my own eyes. If the Core had augmented the Sphere's gravitational array the same way as a 
conventional starship then it was clear to me that was no longer the case. The whole thing began to roll around 
on its axis, almost as if it was rolling down an invisible slope. As it rotated, plasma streams spun around it partly 
obscuring the surface several times.

I had expected the Sphere to splash down into the star's turbulent surface, disrupting the ring in the 
process. I felt gravimetric waves buffet me as the Sphere's mass passed into the E-coronal boundary. Then I 
saw it. At first a few rudimentary blue arcs of energy, tracery lines criss-crossing over the face of the Sphere. I 
recognized the tell-tale signature of a wormhole even before Xander confirmed it.  I couldn't tell if the Sphere 
was forming the wormhole or if someone else has initialized it. I left my position and moved in closer. Xander 
advised caution telling not to drift closer into the coronal boundary. I ignored him. Then….

White incandescent light as part of the Sphere's surface, just above the equatorial belt, maybe the size 
of Australia, simply blew away. The Sphere was partly obscured by the event horizon when a second larger 
blast erupted from the southern pole. Multiple energy explosions followed cascading over the surface; the 
energy now contained within the swirling vortex, being drawn down and siphoned into null-space beyond. I 
only saw the Sphere for a few more seconds. It began to disintegrate, the intense heat eating into the 
structure. 

The Sphere was gone and so too was Areshema, or at least that part of her. 
But the ring remained unscathed. Again I saw the star flicker. The Preons were still a threat. I was still 

trying to comprehend what the Avatar had told me. Adding what Xander had told me about Preons and how 
they formed so much of universal structure I knew that if the Void (whoever or whatever they were) could use 
them to manipulate stars, and a Celestial, it was a no-brainer that the whole farking universe was potentially 
on the line again. I continued my flight path well above the F-coronal boundary. 

Xander status about the Oracle.  
The Preon ring has created rapid acceleration to the Oracle's core disrupting its hydrostatic 

equilibrium. They are processing the star's hydrogen reserve at a colossal rate. It's aging rapidly! From what 
I have been able to access from the Celestial data lode this event forms an integral part of the Other's 
lifecycle. 

You know of the Others? 
I know now. I've processed some of the data from the uplink. The Preons are transitory forms Rich like 

caterpillars. They need a cocoon to change into moths. And that's what the Others are using the stars for just 
as Celestials used them to create their machines. They pretty much hoodwinked the Kartel by turning their 
super weapon or whatever they wanted the Sphere for to their own purposes. 

But what will they change into? 
I don't want to know! You must contact the Delvedian Scientifica and Peter! They must evacuate 

because with the sphere gone the process can't be stopped…
I've got to do something! Anything to slow it down….
I hovered nearer to the coronal boundary; the huge ring of densely packed Preon particles basking in 

the radiation. The ring was immense, over one million Earths, strung together would match it in size. 
Rich have you checked your chronometer? Look at the time difference between when we entered the 

sphere and what time it is now. We've gained two hours even though I reckon we were inside the thing for less 
than thirty three minutes give or take a nanosecond.  That's classic Fortean Field – time dialation, in action. 
In that time the process has gone beyond the point that we can stop the Preons from corrupting the sun. 
There is nothing you can do! 

I can use the Nanos! 
Rich...
Hear me out! Look the star's sick because the Preons are acting like a viral program re-writing the star's 

structure to suit the Others. So why don't we use the nanos to reprogram them? Make them take each other out. 
Okay but let's look at the risks. Entering the corona will test integrity of the suit's exo-frame. I can't 

guarantee the nanites will effectively synthesize the extreme conditions. Even you should figure the 



potentiality of what could happen…..
Look I only need to be close for only a second….you say the Preons used the star's magnetic flux lines to 

draw them down to the photosphere…they hitched a ride….you can program the nanos to do the same! All they 
need to do is interface with the Preons…that's all….

Even if I am able to speak with the Preons I can't stop the damage already caused.
Maybe there's something in the Celestial data. Areshema must have given it to us for a reason. It's all 

maths stuff; numbers, equations, formulae…when I was in the virtual world, my home, I saw symbols everywhere. 
I don't know what it all meant but you can work it out. 

Okay, but for the record this is one of the craziest stunts that....
And it won't be the last...I hope....
I altered my trajectory and flew up towards the Oracle's northern pole. As I watched the star flickered 

again. Xander calculated the flickers were happening every two minutes. I had a tight optimum window to act 
within. The corona was a hostile environment to enter but there was a way route through the corona that could 
even the survival odds a bit. You remember I was going on about gaps in the solar wind? Well sometimes gaps 
appear in the corona too: coronal holes. 
  Simply put the photosphere is always turbulent, forever disturbing the star's vast magnetic field. This 
in turn generates an electromagnetic field saturating through the plasma. Imagine the corona is full of tiny 
little magnets. Usually the field radiates from north to south; you've done the experiment at high school with 
magnets and iron filings. Unlike poles repel. Like poles attract. 

But plasma fields can suddenly collapse and re-connect from one magnet to another. Each time that 
happens it produces heat and energy, warming the corona. The corona's magnetic field has to constantly 
adapt to match the photosphere's magnetic signature producing variations in solar wind speed. To do this it 
creates the conditions for flares and even CME's. The field is more intensified at the equatorial belt because it 
rotates quicker. But at the poles the field produces occasional gaps, Coronal holes; which are cooler, about four 
to six thousand degrees, matching the star's ambient surface temperature. Not for long though. Before you 
can say white blazes the holes rapidly fill up giving the route for a plasma burst; a solar flare. In short I was going 
to fly down a cannon barrel that could fire any second. 

Are you ready Rich? You got have less than fifteen seconds. The nanities will pierce the ring at these 
strategic drop-zones indicated on your visor. I'll handle the tech stuff. All you need to do it get close 
enough...

Without being burnt to a crisp...  
I wanted to hold my Frammi charm for luck; I rarely wore it, stuck inside a plastic cube on my often 

neglected desk in my quarters on the Adora. It was given to me by a girl, I can't remember her name years ago 
when I stayed on Xandar during the Second Skrull skirmish. It was a time marred by an event that even now I 
find hard to recall, fragmented memories of a desert world, pain and dying, gaps in my mind that the 
Xandarians placed there to ease a trauma that I may never really know the truth. Maybe one day I will, but I'll 
get to that another time, that's if I survive this.

 So I did something rare; I offered up a prayer to whoever might be listening in the great realms where 
the Abstracts reside, or God, or maybe the legendary Bruce Willis or Arnie or whatever.

I didn't expect a reply.
I waited till the next flicker passed then I poured on the speed diving down into the hole like Alice 

chasing that farking rabbit. It was like seeing hell close up. 
As I got nearer the star's surface blended into the purple haze of the chromosphere becoming flatter. 

Beyond the surface heaved and bubbled as huge fountains of super hot plasma exploded, rising tens of 
thousands of kilometres up into the corona. Electrons travelling with enough velocity would pass well beyond 
the corona but most of it was pulled down rejoining the solar mass. Even so I had to rely more on the HUD as 
Xander had completely sealed my helmet protecting my eyes from the intense glare. Off to my right I saw a 
solar prominence; I shuddered knowing that what I saw was so huge it would overwhelm any M-class planet, 
even destroy an entire solar system. 

Xander re-configured the shape of the phasic shield before I'd dived into the corona. It now formed a 
tapering oval encompassing my body ten centimetres above the surface of my armour. The armour still 
retained its white/gold hue, reflecting away residual heat filtering through the shield. Even so it still required 
continual modulation and adjustment. Energetic particles created auroral discharges around the field, 



illuminating it. 
To ensure I didn't get crispy fried I had to rotate my body as I flew down the hole, ensuring heat 

distribution was kept even around the field. I felt like a piece of meat on a barbeque. 
I was travelling at well over one thousand kilometres an hour. I'd gone way past the E/F coronal 

boundary several thousand kilometres down now into hell itself. I glanced at the clock. Fourteen seconds since 
I'd passed into the corona. Less than fifty seconds till the next flicker. All this time I was being buffeted by 
gravimetric surges but Xander used the energy to accelerate my speed. Even so I felt more and more 
uncomfortable.  

Sixteen thousand kilometres before the K-boundary Xander released the nano payload. On the HUD I 
saw them pass down the flux line drawn towards the ring surface. They were absorbed into the ring, exactly at 
the points Xander had indicated earlier drawn in by the Preons as they utilized hydrogen to energize the 
conversion process. With the payloads in place I didn't want to stay inside the corona any longer. 

Twenty one seconds had elapsed; now for the return journey. I did a tight u-turn now travelling back up 
the hole. This turned out to be a blessing. Xander utilized the graviton surge and anchored me onto an 
outgoing electron stream. Have to admit it was pretty exhilarating. I sped out into welcoming dark space, 
passing the F-boundary line, the suit's roundels venting heat as quickly away from me as possible, ensuring I 
stayed a relatively stable thirty two degrees. Just like a hot day at Coney Island. As a precaution Xander kept the 
shield intact, running a diagnostic to see if I had sustained damage and radiation contamination. I had a clean 
bill of health. 

I'd done this trick before. When I tried to stop the wave from overrunning Nycos, Drax told me that 
Annihilus controlled his minions through a hive mind connection. 

Pop the Brain, the Body dies.
 I couldn't dent the body, even with all the new power set I'd recently acquired but the brain was still 

vulnerable. And I had a new weapon to employ. 
Worldmind took note of my suggestion. It reached out, Xandarian tech flooding Wave tech using 

Annihilus as a conduit. Worldmind's brief connection gave it just enough time to upload a series of counter-
commands corrupting Wave protocols tricking Wave ships into thinking that Nycosian military ships had 
somehow infiltrated their ranks. In reality they were ghost-signatures; they began attacking one another, like 
antibodies attacking an invading virus. 

Now I was reusing the same idea except on a bigger scale. Xander let the nanos infiltrate the ring, every 
one encoded with a series of simple algorithms; hoping the Preons morphic-response would add the 
additional data-stream into their own structure so they'd consume themselves but it wasn't working. Some 
third-party was preventing them accepting Xander's surprise package. I had a hunch exactly what that 
something was. 

Is that secondary signal still broadcasting from Delvedia?
Yessiree and it's gotten stronger. It's preventing the payload from executing. 
Then compute the quickest route pronto! We've got to get back to Delvedia... 
I turned and headed back leaving the screaming star in my wake. 
One thing was on my mind. Areshema wanted the screaming to stop. 
It would stop. 



PART 2

DREAM OF LIVING JUSTICE 



In the aftermath of the Annihilation War, the ship was given a new lease on life: retrofitted 
entirely by the Kree under the edict of Ronan the First as a mobile basequarters for the newly-
established United Defense Initiative.

Richard J. Rider, the man called Nova, is commander of that elite fighting force. Today, he and a 
group of his finest are examining a recent uninvited guest to the Adora amid the laboratories and 
medico facilities on Decks 10-29 of the spaceship. 

The newcomer calls himself the Wonder Worlock, and he has physician Mari Taal scratching her 
overly-large Rigellian pate.

“I'mmmm … not quite sure what to make of our 'guest' here, Richard, except to say that he is 
very polite and most cooperative,” Mari tells Nova after pouring over the data from her examination 
of the Dark Mage, as run through the interpretation banks of all known worlds … and some unknown 
ones.

“The closest I have been able to come to any conclusion is that he has the body of an Eternal, 
evolutionary offshoots of humanity possessing greater powers and longer lifespans than the 
mainstream human race,” the medico explains as the Wonder Worlock patiently plays audience to 
poking and prodding Recorders. “Our greatest knowledge of the population comes from the 
Avengers files of Sersi and Gilgamesh, who are Earth Eternals, and Starfox … Eros … who is of the Titan 
colony of Eternals …”

“AND flarkin' Thanos, flarkin' destroyer of EVERY-d'ast-THING!!!” Peter Quill interjects. Mari 
frowns at the former Star-Lord.

“As I was saying, COMMANDER Rider <ahem!> Due to an exotic quantity of cosmic energy that 
suffuses an Eternal's body and the nigh-unbreakable mental hold they have over their physiological 
processes, Eternals apparently are effectively immortal. Re: The Avengers files in addition to 
information once submitted by the Kree Captain Mar-Vell, Eternals do not fatigue from physical 
exertion, are immune to disease and poison, and are unaffected by environmental extremes of cold 
and heat. Most cannot be injured by conventional weaponry, and even if they somehow are, an 
Eternal can rapidly regenerate any damage. Eternals are apparently able to absorb oxygen directly 
from water, and therefore cannot drown …”

“This fracker is in league with Thanos, I tell ya!” Quill yells. “Whoever saw a black-costumed 
dude pop out of a puff o' purple smoke …?!”

Richard openly laughs in Quill's face when Kika Vantressi and Cadet Sahmuq Korani haltingly 
raise their hands.

“I am not sure that this is a costume, Quill,” Mari said. “It seems almost a living part of … the 
Wondrouos Warlock, was it? …”

“The Wonder Worlock,” the Dark Mage responds in monotone. He is growing weary of the 
exam and niceties.

“Yes, the Wonder Worlock. What I am sure of is that this … being (sorry) is NOT an Eternal. He 
has an Eternal form, but there are dozens of anomalies that lead me to conclude he is NOT of Eternal 
origin … Earth, Titan, Uranus.”

“Mari Taal, I DO appreciate the information you are disseminating to your fellow UDI crew – 
and, in truth, some of what you said was unknown even from my examinations on this Eternal body … 
long story … and I would love to have that data before I depart – if … IF we all live that long!” the 
galactic guardian says. 

Universe 976. The Verges, Andromeda Galaxy …

he UDI Adora hangs in the dark void of space like a magician's handkerchief, floating 
motionless, silent. Built in the zero-g shipyards of Ardant-Prime by the Mencikantorians as a TJkranthra Class Cruiser before being absorbed into the Kree Armada and renamed the 

Kiren'Tor, the craft was lost for a time post-Technical Campaign and later found adrift close to the 
Jentex Expanse and commandeered by the United Front.



Turning his gaze directly to a doppelganger of his ally from Universe 619, the Wonder Worlock 
says: “Commander Rider … Richard, if I may? … what do you know of a cosmic entity known as Jakar?”

Rider's headache is back.

“Report! Navigator!” the youthful voice says, a feel of commitment and resolve readily apparent in a 

voice of such scant years. 
“We have just entered the Mephistoff Nebula, and tactical is practically nil. Yet that rise in 

energy readings emanated from somewhere in this quadrant. What are we looking at?”
“The residual energy readings seem to be coming near the third moon of the planet Uhgoj in 

the Fvromi system,” navigator Ulus tells her Captain. “You seem to know more than our data banks … 
sir?”

“Yep,” Captain Rand says. “I have been on that damnable, dusty moon before, Ulus … back in 
my Academy days. Not one of my better moments.”

These are the Goff, humanoid space-farers dedicated to spreading understanding and 
cooperation across their galaxy. Understand, however, that although their mission is altruistic, these 
are military men and women on a military vessel, the grand battlestar New Hope. It is the pride of the 
Goff fleet and the symbol of their star-spanning race's life-mission.

This day, and not at all unusual, the Wonder Worlock is aboard the Goff flagship. Not to play the 
customary game of cards or chess with his best friend and sidekick, Rand, but to ask a favor. He 
already knows how this is going down, and he doesn't like what is about to happen. But there are 
worlds – universes -- to save.

“So what's up, O Sir?” Rand says, turning away from the wide nava-screen and addressing the 
Dark Mage.

“Rand, I would like to use the New Hope's transporter to beam myself to coordinates I will give 
its operator.”

“Sure, buddy, but why do YOU need a transporter? You have 'leventy-'leven ways to make your 
way anywhere in Creation almost instantly. Wassup?”

“I … I have not been forthcoming, son, you are correct,” the wizard says. “But there is a threat 
arising, and I am not willing to risk your life and those of my friends on the New Hope in the coming 
battle I must wage … a battle for all the worlds-we-know in existence, and perhaps the omniverse 
itself. Not willing to risk that. Not this time.”

“Listen, O Sir, I know you carry the weight of all your allies lost on what you call 'your watch' on 
your shoulders. But you know and I know that I am going with you and you better know the New Hope 
is coming along for the ride. Now where …?  Urk! Chok!” 

To the shock of the bridge crew, the Wonder Worlock roughly grabs Rand by his necktie, lifts his 
uniformed body out of the command chair, and flatly levels an old-fashioned haymaker across the jaw 
of the young captain, knocking him unconscious. 

Not a crewman rushes in to stop the honored Sorcerer Supreme of the great Goff Empire. 
Instead of freezing time or a dozen other mystic hexes, the celestial shaman has telepathically 
explained his plans. In the psi-share, the crew also felt the love the Wonder Worlock has for his best 
friend. And for the ship's crew.

Instead, the ship's exec Mr. Trelbridge steps forward and asks, simply: “Where do you need to 
be transported, O Sir?”

Once he had detected him in Goff space, it was the celestial sorcerer's strategy to take 
Thaumaturge – a time-displaced wizard of great power -- by surprise. Using a Goff transporter beam 
would mean that the Wonder Worlock's foe would not detect his magical energies … at least early on, 
he hoped.  

“Tell Captain Rand I AM sorry, and I will both explain and buy him his favorite drink on Deck 10 
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when I return,” the Wonder Worlock tells Trelbridge.
“He will understand, O Sir, and I will explain. From what I have heard, this is not the first time 

someone who cared for the Captain knocked him out to save his life and others …”
“His Captain Krik, of the first starship Hope. You know?”
“Yes sir,” Trelbridge says, offering his hand. “Captain talks about Krik almost – ALMOST – as 

much as he talks about his 'best bud'. You, sir. Godspeed.”
The men shake hands. A few minutes later, the hollow electronic ring of a transporter beam 

engulfs the Eternal form of the Dark Mage, and he is no longer on the New Hope but in the vicinity of 
the planet Uhgoj, right above its largest moon.

And there he is: Thaumaturge ... or at least some displaced chronal version thereof. But to the 
cosmic senses of the Wonder Worlock, this does not FEEL like Thaumaturge. Not really.

The necromancers immediately enter into combat without a word being said. Then, as before 
his flight to Goff space, the Wonder Worlock senses an odd, irregular energy driving his enemy 
forward. 

*****

At that exact moment, in Universe 976, the Collector is relaying his last psi-warning as a living being, 

his premonition involving Jakar, to Richard Rider and, by the connectivity of his alt-psi-link with 
another other-worldly space cop, to the cosmically-aware Wonder Worlock as well.

Reeling only briefly from the Collector's psi-warning, the Dark Mage spins a web of null-time 
around Thaumaturge. Time effectively stands still, at least for the moment, in the space occupied by 
the chronal conjurer.

The Wonder Worlock locks perceptions with the possessed entity as he releases his spirit self. 
All is relatively quiet in this sector of Universe 3328, but on the Astral Plane a cataclysmic bout 
resumes: mystic vs. mystic. And as he battles, the Wonder Worlock also probes. He searches for 
mental treasures, hidden secrets – and strikes the mother load!

He understands the chain of multiversal dominos this “energy” is trying to disassemble, and it 
explains the flux and wobbles in the Alternate Universes Queue the past few days. He also senses it has 
occurred in Universe 976 with the energy's mergence with an otherworldly being called Jakar.

“And like the Collector of that realm, I sense a key to battle's victory is … Zootalaris! The man 
called Nova?!”

BAMF!

“Curious you would ask about Jakar, now of all times,” Richard says to the Wonder Worlock, 

unbelievably spinning the entirety of his last two weeks' worth of headaches in addition to the bizarre 
happenings since his return to the Adora to an alien he has known, and not well, for barely six hours. 
And yet he does.

“Geez, Rich, why don't you guys have tea?” Quill says, and then finds himself unable to 
verbalize his thoughts anymore.

“Peter Quill, I have the utmost respect for what you – what ALL of you – have done and are 
doing with your lives out here among the stars of Andromeda, but the Richard Rider of this universe 
…”

“THIS Universe?! …” Nova blurts out.
“… and I must talk.”
The Dark Mage lays a hand on Rider's shoulder and the two men vanish from the medico 

examination room and Nova finds himself on Deck 30 of the Adora, in his personal quarters.
Startled, Quill and Swad Beta immediately begin to lead a search of the over 150 decks of the 

former Jkranthra Class Cruiser. Even though it was on Swad's circuit, Quill's group also searches 

Universe 976. The medico on the Adora. Now …



Richard's suite.
No one is there.
“Hey, er uh … Wonder Worlock, was it? I don't know what you're trying to pull, but my crew will 

quickly be here to …”
“But we are not 'here', Richard,” the celestial shaman responds. “We are in your quarters, but 

caught in a moment between time, one that has already passed so we can talk undisturbed.”
“OK, OK … for some reason, Xander is also not responding, and for some other reason, even 

though I am laying my eyes on you for the first time …”
“We have 'met,' in a manner of speaking, but that is also a tale for a later time,” the Wonder 

Worlock says. “Back to …”
“Jakar, right. Well, sir, you know my tale. Tell me yours and about your interest in some extra-

dimensional entity that the Collector just sent rattling through my brain …?”
“Richard, I am afraid I am without sufficient explanation save that there is imminent danger 

coming for both of our universes … I am not of this physical realm ...”
“Figures.”
“… and probably danger to the omniverse as well. 
“An 'irregularity,' for want of a better term,” the Dark Mage continues, “has manifested itself in 

the 976 Universe – THIS universe, YOUR universe – by entering the body of Jakar – whom you seemed 
most informed about, as my invisible third eye psi-probes you ..”

“Third eye? … Should I call Doc Strange?”
“No,” the Wonder Worlock says. “No need to bother those at 177A Bleecker Street in Greenwich 

Village on Earth. I am at the correct place. I always am. 
“This irregularity, if you will, has manifested itself in all other universes along the Alternate 

Universes Queue …”
“Queue?”
“… including Universe 3328, where I presently reside. In my realm, this irregularity has come in 

the form of a possessed time-reflecticon of a great wizard, an enemy, called Thaumaturge.”
After a thoughtful pause, Richard Rider gets a customary determined look on his face. “I take it 

you're some kinda cosmic space wizard and this threat must be genuine for you to venture all this way 
from your 'realm' to the Adora AND for the Collector, of all beings, to nearly give me a lobotomy in 
order to get a warning to me!”

“Taneleer Tivan of this universe lost his life in doing so.”
“Wha …?”
Richard feels another momentary “blip” in his sore head but it is a good one: Xander has flared 

back to life, and Nova and the Wonder Worlock now stand in a UDI briefing room on Deck 19. The 
determination is still on the face of the custodian of the Nova Force.

Richard and the Dark Mage, aided by Xander and the UDI crew – once the situation has been 
laid out for them and Quill has been calmed down – confer and plan. Nova is fascinated to discover the 
Wonder Worlock to be a man of great scientific knowledge as well as a man of magic. 

After hours, it is concluded and agreed that strategically the key to combating the 
“irregularity” on such a large scale is to attack it at its entrance point into one of its first habitations – in 
this case, Universe 976. 

The Wonder Worlock determines that entry point to be the Nexus of All Realities located on 
Nova's home planet, Earth, in the Florida Everglades.

Just at that moment, in the black of space outside the Adora, an image forms, almost blocking 
the stars themselves from view.

It is Jakar. Jakar 976!

TO BE CONTINUED …
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